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Ben-Elissar returns home to fight for job
By WLLEL KUTTLER,
NUCHAL YUDELMAN,

and agencies

Ambassador to the US Eliahu Ben-
Efissar returned to Israel last night to fight

\i> ];: for his job, amid persistent rumors that he
‘ might be replaced.

During the 24-hour visit, Ben-Elissar is

to meet with both Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu and Foreign
Minister David Levy to discuss the matter.

“He knows there’s someone in the Prime
0 J

Minister's Office who does not want him
to be the ambassador," an embassy official

said yesterday, adding that Ben-Elissar

taJces the reports seriously.
The latest speculation from Jerusalem is

that Netanyahu’s chief foreign policy
adviser Dore Gold is angling for the job.
and is the one who has leaked the rumors.
During a briefing for reporters in

Washington on Friday, Levy, with Ben-
Elissar sitting nearby, refused to address
questions about the controversy. But in
subsequent discussions between the two.
Levy agreed that Ben-Elissar should make
the trip to Jerusalem now.
Meanwhile, Netanyahu said that the US

is interested in aiding the peace process
and Israel welcomes its assistance.

Netanyahu’s spokesman. Shai Bazak,

said the US has no intention of withdraw-
ing from its mediation in the peace
process.

These statements were apparently a
response to Ambassador Martin Indyk’s

comment that the Oslo process has fallen

apart and it is impossible to make quick
repairs to iL

Indyk said the US cannot rebuild the

confidence which has been violated
between die Israelis and the Palestinians.

Netanyahu met yesterday with Indyk
after talks with Michigan Governor John
Engler.

“The core bargain of Oslo has broken
down. Israel was promised security; the

Palestinians were promised self-govern-

ment and a credible pathway to negotiating

their rights in a final status agreement."

Indyk told the US-Israel Chamber of
Commerce on Sunday. 'Terrorism on the

one ride and unilateral acts which have
created the impression that the final status

issues are being preempted on the other

have combined lo break this trust"

Uri Savir. Foreign Ministry director-gen-

eral under the previous government and
one of the initiators of the Oslo agreement
warned that if the Oslo agreement breaks

down, the peace process in the entire

region will collapse. He said the peace

process can still be saved, if Israel takes

initiative into its own hands and returns to

cooperation with the Palestinians.

"But cooperation cannot be done by dic-

tates, such as Har Honta and tunnels, and
without full cooperation in all fields, Oslo
will not advance." he said.

Former ambassador to the US Itumar

Rabinovich said the peace process is col-

lapsing, and Israel is losing its preferred

position with the US administration. He
noted that Israel is no longer on the lop of
the administration's priority list and the US
might reduce its involvement in the region.

Commenting on Indyk's statement that

the two enemies of the peace process are

Palestinian terrorism and Israel’s unilateral

steps. Savir said that in the past both the

Americans and the governments of

Yitzhak Rabin and Shimon Peres regarded

terrorism as a common enemy. "Now for

the first lime the Americans are placing us

as parallel in the blame for terrorism. This

is an extremely severe statement which

should not be taken lightly.

"Israel must start working on reinstating

die talks and the government must invest

day and night, as the previous one did. in

sitting with the Palestinians. Tliere is no
other' partner, and the alternative is much
worse.”

See BEN-ELISSAR, Page 2
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British documents indicate:

7 million died

in Holocaust
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By DOUGLAS DAVIS

LONDON - The number of Jews
lulled in the Holocaust might have
been closer to seven million ihan
six million, according to previously

classified World War II intelligence

documents released by Britain’s

Public Record Office yesterday.

The documents, which indicate

Jewish groups slam

restitution law, Page 3

« • that the Holocaust started much

| earlier than previously believed,
“2 are based on German messages that

la were intercepted and deciphered at

jjj
the top-secret British wartime

* 1 code-breaking facility at Bletchley* Pa*-

4
|

The decoding was performed by
1

1

a machine known as Ultra, whose

|
existence was itself classified until

' relatively recently. Intelligence

produced by the machine is

believed to have shortened the

length of the war by up to three

years.

The documents released yester-

day provide details of the extermi-

nation of hundreds of thousands of
Soviet Jews as early as June 1941,

several months before the "Final

Solution” is generally believed to

have been implemented.

The documents provide horrify-

ing early detail of the systematic

campaign to destroy European
Jewry and are expected to reopen

the debate over when the Allied

leaders first learned about the

destruction of European Jewry. The
documents are also liable to again

raise questions about why so little

was apparently done by the Allies

to limit die genocide.

Most of the executions were car-

ried out by German police units,

known as Ordnungspoiizei, or
“Orpo," in conjunction with the SS.
The Germans clearly feared that

the messages might be intercepted

and executions were therefore clas-

sified under the euphemisms.
“Cleansing Operations" and
“Action According to the Usage of
War." The decoded messages
showed that victims were described

as Jews, Jewish plunderers, Jewish
Bolsheviks and Russians soldiers.

According to the messages, hun-

dreds of thousands of Jews were

rounded up and systematically

slaughtered in the months follow-

ing the German invasion of the

Soviet Union.

The British intelligence branch

responsible for intercepting

wartime German messages has

already released a large number of

documents, the existence of which
were revealed only in the early

1 980s, but intercepted messages of

the Ordnungspoiizei have been

retained until now.

It is believed a decision was
taken to release them because
copies of some documents were

unclassified by the US last year,

provoking charges of a British

coverup.

Evidence of the scale of the

Holocaust is contained in an appen-

dix of “British Intelligence in the

Second World War,” the official

war history by Professor Sir Harry

Hinsley and three co-authors.

According to Hinsley, the British

code-breaking teams reported ref-

erences to Dachau. Buchenwald,

Auschwitz and seven other concen-

tration camps from the spring of

1942 to February 1943.

Mother strangles

daughter, hangs self

f \ :

j

By RAIHE MARCUS

,j
A mother of six apparently killed

ther autistic daughter and then

1 hanged herself in the stairwell of the

I family’s Bat Yam home yesterday.

! A neighbor found the body of

! Almalito Mohari. 53, in the stairwell

I
of the Rehov Dalia building at

i around 6 a.m. She banged on the

; iLor of the family's apartment and

: woke the occupants, one of whom

j

found the body of 1 1 -year-old Ruth

! Mohari lying "in her mother’s bed-

l
room, a piece of cloth tied around

j

her neck.

|

Police and Magen David Adorn

j

personnel were summoned to the

j

Amidar quarter apartment and an

iMDA doctor pronounced mother

;
and daughter dead. A police pathol-

ogist estimated the apparent muider

and suicide took place at around 4

a.m.
. .

Relatives blamed the municipal

social services department for

; threatening to take Ruth away from

509007

her mother, because they said she

could not cope with her daughter's

problems.

"They {the social services] wanted

to take Ruth away from us," said

family member Yael.

But this was denied by social ser-

vices representative Rachel Vidal,

who told Army Radio yesterday

there were no plans to remove the

autistic child from her home.

There was no reason for the fam-

ily to think such things, and we had

no such plans,’’ said Vidal. "It’s true

that the mother had difficulties with

her - she had to look after her 24

hours a day because of her special

needs. _
“We helped the family - not just

with the child, but with other things,

too - because the mother did not

speak Hebrew well, since the family

immigrated from Ethiopia and had

difficulty adjusting."

But, added Vidal, there were no

signs of distress from the family that

would warrant taking Ruth from her

™
eiciibors said that although they

knew die mother was unemployed

and had financial problems, there

was no indication she was distress^

or was about to do something dras-

tic. Police are investigating.

ByARIEHOmLiVAH

Israel’s enemies have tried every-

thing from speed boats and water

scooters, to kayaks, frogmen and

now explosives-laden fishing craft

to break through the iron curtain the

Israel Navy has drawn across die

northern coast, but it has been near-

ly seven years since they have suc-

ceeded
One of the main factors is the

speedy Dvora-class gunboats,

which keep a 24-hour vigil along the

coast. The Dvora is capable of
reaching 40 knots, and is equipped

with depth charges, torpedoes, and
advanced radar. Some are being fit-

ted with a remote-controlled deck

cannon system, called Typhoon,
which is capable of locking onto tar-

gets, day or night, in all weather

conditions.

Yesterday’s attempted attack by
Antal was die first in three years. On
July It, 1994, a pair of terrorists

tried to swim to the northern coast

They were detected at night on radar

by a patrolling Dvora gunship and
killed. It was not known to which

group the two belonged; it was the

sixth such attempt since 1987.

One of the most spectacular

attempted infiltrations occurred on
October 9, 1993, when a terrorist of
the Popular Front for the Liberation

of Palestine tried to run the navy’s

gauntlet on a water scooter. He was
cut down by patrol boat just north of
Rosh Hanikra.

See DEFEATING, Page 2

Soccer star Ronnen Harazi

arrested on tax evasion charges
By RAINE MARCUS
and OW LEWIS

Israel and Betar Jerusalem soccer

star Ronnen Harazi was arrested on

suspicion of tax evasion and then

released on bail by Tel Aviv

Magistrate's Court yesterday. Haras

denied the allegations.

Harazi is suspected of defrauding

income tax authorities out of hun-

dreds of thousands of shekels in

1993-1995.

According to tax investigators,

Harazi failed to declare bonuses he
received from Betar, the new
National League champions; and is

alleged also to have purchased an
apartment in Jerusalem with money
owed to the taxman.

He also allegedly failed to declare

that Betar rented an apartment and a
car for him.

Betar also allegedly financed his

wedding and bought him a car, with-
out Harazi declaring this to tax
authorities, who said the investiga-

tion is still in its early stages and that

other arrests can be expected.

Harazi was released ona personal
bond of NIS 1 million and a NTS
200,000 bank guarantee. He was
also tanned from leaving the coun-
try for the next 180 days.

See HARAZ, Page 2

Suicide

attack on
boat fails

By DAVID RUDGE

A suicide bomber's attempt to

destroy an Israel Navy gunboat off

the coast of south Lebanon failed

yesterday morning, apparently

when die attacker detonated hi’s

explosives-laden boat prematurely.

PM blames RA for

stalemate. Page 2

There were no casualties among
the crew of the Dvora-class patrol

boat in the incident, for which the

Amal Sbi’ite movement claimed
responsibility.

Initially it was reported that the

navy crewmen had spotted a

Lebanese fishing boat coming
toward diem and opened fire after it

failed to heed warning signals. The
boat exploded and sank.

Subsequent reports, however,
indicated that the incident was an
attempted suicide attack, whose per-

petrator blew up his fishing boat

prematurely, after the crew "of the

patrol boat began to take precaution-

ary measures, but before they

opened fire.

The Dvora class is used for

coastal patrol work, because of its

speed and maneuverability, which
give it excellent interception capa-

bilities. while enabling it to take

quick evasive action if necessary.

The gunboatwas on routine patrol

some two kilometers off the

Lebanese coast at about 5:30 a.m.,

when the crew spotted the fishing

boat with one person aboard.

In accordance with standing
orders, they signalled the boat to
stop, but it kept on coming. The
gunboat reportedly approached to
within a safe distance of the fishing
vessel, at which point the suicide
bomber apparently blew himself up.
There was no damage to the gun-

boat or the crew, despite Antal's
claim that it was destroyed.

Lebanese television stations last

night screened a video film purport-
edly showing the explosion.

According to some reports, the
fishing boat was loaded with up to

1 00 kg. of explosives and it blew up
about 500 meters from the patrol

boat.

The IDF Spokesman announced
last night that an inquiry into the
action had been completed and that
OC Navy Adm. Alex Tal praised the
alertness and actions of the patrol
boat’s crew.

it was not clear initially whether
the fishing boat had intended to
infiltrate Israeli waters and cam’ out
an attack here, or whether the aim
from the outset had been to uv to
blow up a patrol boat.

See BOAT, Page 2

Crew members of the Dvora-class patrol boat pose yesterday in Haifa after their successful mis-

sion off Lebanon. (IDF Spokesman)
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PM: Palestinians are

to blame for impasse
BvUATCOLUNS

Prime Minister Binyamin

Netanyahu yesterday blamed the

Palestinians for the stalemate in

the peace process, saying they

are flagrantly violating the Oslo

Accords and trying to deliberate-

ly deepen the crisis in the belief

it will serve their interests.

He repealed this message

before the Knesset Foreign

Affairs and Defense Committee

in the morning, in his opening
‘ address to the Knesset plenum in

the afternoon, at the start of the

summer session, and in talks

with reporters.

He said the government would

act to renew the talks with Syria,

but would not accept dictates. It

would also act to strengthen the

peace with Jordan and Egypt.

Netanyahu said.

"I think the US is a welcome
partner in the quest for peace,

and I think it has been and

always will be extremely valu-

able. As far as the US position

that it’s up to the parties to

resolve the issues, they're

absolutely right,” he said.

“If there is no forthcoming

[move] on the part of the

Palestinians to keep the agree-

ment - that is to fight terrorism

and to follow through on the

other conditions of Oslo - it will

be very hard to proceed.

“We have kept the provisions in

Hebron, in the release of women
prisoners, in the transfer of funds,

and other provisions that we have

adhered to scrupulously, even

though they were very difficult for

us. At the same time, we didn't see

such a concomitant fulfillment of

the agreement
“The Palestinian Authority has

not rescinded the Palestinian

Charter calling for our destruc-

tion. It has not fought terrorism.

It has not stopped the incitement

against Israel. It has not done all

these and other things. And we
expect both sides to do what
we're doing, that is to fulfill

agreements. I think this is the

best prescription for restoring

trust and getting the process

[going].” he said.

On the murder of the two land

dealers, Netanyahu told

reporters: “I think this is a horri-

ble development. I think it is

ghastly - monstrous - to issue a

Taw which says anyone who sells

land to Jews should be executed.

[Imagine] what would happen if

Israel passed a law saying that

anyone who sells land to Arabs
will be executed. This would be
immediately and universally con-

demned as a racist law, a Nazi

law, a Nuremberg law. And right-

ly so.

"It is unacceptable wherever it

comes from. But what is worse is

not only that these laws are prop-

agated. but drat they appear to be
followed through, as [shown] in

the recent murder of two inno-

cent people apparently ar the

hand of the Palestinian Authority.

It's absolutely unacceptable,
unacceptable in human terms,

unacceptable in peace terms, and
we insist this practice be stopped
and immediately.”
Netanyahu dismissed sugges-

tions that Israel stop building

over the Green Line, saying sar-

castically: “I can’t believe some-
body would seriously suggest
stopping building in the commu-
nities. Will building be stopped
in Kalkilya? Ramallah? Jenin? If

I proposed stopping building in

Ramallah, would it be accepted?

Of course not. So to suggest it in

relation to Ariel, Beit El, or Shilo
is unreasonable.”

According to an official brief-

ing, Netanyahu told the commit-
tee the peace process has stopped
since the Tel Aviv cafe bombing
in March and the failed attacks in

Gush Katif. He warned of a

“strong response” if terror acts

are resumed.
In both the plenum and the

committee meeting, he said the

Palestinians are beginning to

realize that his government will

not give in to their demands if

they do not abide by the Oslo

Accords.

He said the Palestinians are

interested not only in sustaining

the crisis, but also in deepening it

through tenor, playing on the

domestic divisions in Israel to

create more pressure on the gov-
ernment, and in the international

arena.

But Netanyahu also said that

sooner or later there would be
progress in the process because
the Palestinians would under-
stand there is no alternative to

direct talks. He repeated his pref-

erence for proceeding directly to

final status talks, while stressing

Israel will stand firm on not

returning to the 1967 borders,

maintaining essentia! security

zones, and preserving the holy

sites.

On Lebanon, he told the com-
mittee there are signs that the

Syrians have been restricting

Hizbullah, but he could not say

this is a signal of their serious

intent to resume the peace

process.

Netanyahu's plenum address

called for unity, but attacked the

opposition. “I suggest you turn

just some of your barbed criti-

cism towards the PA. so as noi to

give it the false illusion that it is

exempt from making an effort...

and only the Israeli government
is responsible for carrying the

weight of the fate of the peace

process... Automatically mobiliz-

ing against the government and
automatically standing behind

the Palestinians only helps retard

the peace process
”

Labor leader Shimon Peres

returned fire: “There is no stale-

mate, there is a dynamic deterio-

ration.”

He said there is only a process

of argument both at home and
abroad: “Argument, dispute,

hatred, division, and a lack of
hope. How dare you stand here in

the plenum and sing a serenade

to unity? You tell us we stand

behind the PA. We stand behind

our children. We don't want war.

That’s the side we’re on.”

Netanyahu blasts call by
Kahalani for Lebanon pullout

By UAT COLLINS

Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu yesterday

rejected a call by Internal Security Minister Avigdor
Kahalani (Third Way) for a unilateral IDF withdraw-
al from south Lebanon, saying it would bring terror

back to the communities along the northern border.

Netanyahu, who was speaking ro reporters after the

Knesset Foreign Affairs and Defense Committee,
recalled that the Hizbullah secretary-general said the

problem isn’t Lebanon, but every inch of Palestine.

“Therefore we could find ourselves with direct firing

on the North,” he said.

However, MK Yossi Beilin, who is competing for
the Labor Party leadership, praised Kahalani ’s

courage “for saying what other members of the

coalition are thinking.” He said the soldiers' pres-

ence in Lebanon is “foolish and no longer effec-

tive” and building a fence and deploying IDF sol-

diers south of it would secure the North if the gov-
ernment decides to pull out of Lebanon either with-

in the framework of a formal arrangement or by an
understanding.

Ephraim Sneh, another candidate for the Labor
leadership and a former IDF commander in south
Lebanon, called Beilin's stand “defeatist, irresponsi-

ble and impractical.”

During the Labor faction meeting in the Knesset, an
argument broke out between Beilin and Sneh over
Beilin’s intention to submit a bill calling fora unilat-

eral pullback. “Hizbullah will enter the vacuum that

would be created as a result of the EDFs leaving,”

said Sneh. “And then the EDF will be forced to return

in greater force at a cost of much more bloodshed”

DEFEATING
Continued from Page t

Three years earlier, in June 1990.
a small fleet of Dvora-class gun-
ships spent three days tracking
down a speedboat trying to break
post them into Israel. The terrorist

boat was intercepted and sunk; the
attackers killed.

That attack came just one month
after the dramatic failure bv the

navy to stop two terrorist speed-

boats from landing at Nitzanim and

Ga’ash beaches on ShavuoL They
were part of an attempt by Abu
Abbas’s Palestine Liberation Front

to send six boats containing 1 6 ter-

rorists to cany out an attack on Tel

Aviv. While the two boats succeed-

ed in reaching the coast, drey were
pinned down by helicopter and land

forces, which killed four and cap-

tured the resL That attack led to the

break in dialogue between the

United States and the PLO.

Our beloved

EDITH FRIEDMAN
widow of Abraham Shlomo (Adolf) Friedman

passed away on Sunday, May 18.

Shiva at the Bemkopf residence,
10/16 Rehov Moshe Sneh, Lev HaPark, Ra'anana.

Mourned by her children, grandchildren

and great-granddaughter.

MINHIE GALGUT
passed away on May 19 after a long illness bravely borne.

The funeral will take place today, Tuesday, May 20,
at 2 p.m. at Ra'anana cemetery.

Deeply mourned by her loving:

Brother and sister-in-law, Morris and Ruth
Nieces and nephews, Janice, Anthony,

Yair and Oma
Great nephews and nieces, Alon, Shaked, Gili,

Bar and Roni

In April 1988, a Dvora sunk a

rubber dinghy that was trying to

ram it and in February of that year

two terrorists trying to sneak into

Israel in a kayak were spotted and

killed.

In December 1987, Palestinian

terrorists attacked a Dvora off the

coast of Sidon, shooting RPGs and

automatic weapons at the boat.

Ensign Amir Sela was killed in the

clash, as were all four terrorists.

In February 1987, the navy inter-

cepted a ship named Maria Air and
captured 50 terrorists malting their

way to Lebanon.
In April 1979, four terrorists land-

ed by beat on the Nahariya beach

and attacked an apartment house,

killing a father and his two daugh-

ters and a policeman.

It has been nearly 20 years since

the infamous Coastal Road mas-

sacre of March 1978, in which 1

1

Palestinian terrorists landed by sea

and commandeered a bus. It was
eventually stormed by troops in a

botched rescue operation that left

21 Israelis dead, as well as all ofdie

terrorists.

Three years prior to this attack,

Fatah terrorists landed in dinghies

launched from, a freighter off Tel

Aviv and killed eight Israelis and

three soldiers during a hostage-tak-

ing attempt at die Savoy Hotel.

ARRIVALS

HDSn PH TTU
In deep sorrow we announce the passing of my dear

husband, our father and grandfather

ALTER YA'AKOV (Alfred)

ben Mordectiai LANDGARTEN
The funeral took place Sunday night, May 18.
Mourned by

His wife, Sarah
Son, Aaron Landgaiten

Daughter, Anne (Hana) Magorl
Grandchildren, tamar, Ido, Avtya, Eilsheva and Avigafl Magorl

Shiva at Nofei Yerushalayim, Bayi; Vegan. 59 Rehov Uziel. Room 426.
Buses 21. 21a. let. 02-675-1426.

Arrival! for the Annual Meeting of the

Bond of Governor* of Tel Aviv University.

Prom Brazil: Amanda & Henry Sobct. Mir-

iam ThwIL From The United Stares: Dr. Mal-

ta & Dr. Aron A. Mascara. Rena & Norman
Shultz

Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu and Labor Party leader Shimon Peres addressing the Knesset yesterday. (Brian Hendkri f)

Yossi Olmert:
PM has a severe credibility problem

By MICHAL YUDELMAN

Dr. Yossi Olmert yesterday
slammed Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu, whom he
said promised him the post of
ambassador to the United
Nations, for breaking his

promise/He s&id the prime minis-'

ter has "“a definite and ongoing
credibility problem.”
Olmert, who had accused

Netanyahu of reneging on his

promise on Channel 2 last Friday,

was incensed yesterday by a com-
ment from the Prime Minister’s

Office that, after his attack on
Netanyahu, he had lost his chance
at the job.

Sources in the Prime Minister's

Office were quoted in yesterday's

Yediot Aharonot as saying that

Netanyahu spoke to Olmert about
the possibility of appointing him
to the UN, but the issue was not
finalized. The sources said
Netanyahu was furious with
Olmert following his TV inter-

view, and his chances of being

appointed now are nearly zero.

Olmert fold Israel Radio the

Prime Minister’s Office comment
was “so absurd that it insults the

intelligence.” He stressed that he
had only talked to Channel 2 after

it was made dear to him that

Netanyahu had decided on some-
one else for the UN pose, and that

diplomatic reporterswere advised

of this 10 days ago.

“If Netanyahu wanted to

appoint me, why hadn’t he done
so over the past nine months?”
Olmert said. “Instead, he appoint-

ed someone else. Which indicates

his lack of credibility. This prob-

lem keeps recurring in the form
of broken promises, not only to

me but to many other people,

mainly about appointments, and
we will hear of many more such
cases in the future.”

He also said that “this is a built-

in problem, not some peisonal

whim. It's not the hostile media
or left-wingers saying these

things, but me, Olmert, a
Likudnik, elected to the Likud's

Knesser list A promise to me was
broken.”

Olmert said Netanyahu
promised him the post in August,
after explaining to him its signif-

icance and hinting “look where
the man who once sat in that seat

is today ”He noted the promise
was explicit and clear, subject

only to the agreement ofToreign

Minister David Levy, which was
given in December.
He noted he was to be inter-

viewed by Channel 2 the previous
Friday, but the Netanyahu’s peo-
ple asked him that afternoon to

refrain from doing so.
“

‘Everything is all right [with

your appointment].’ they said.

’There’s no problem. You’ll be
hearing from us immediately.’
This was after the briefing [to the

reporters about another man
being appointed]” Olmert said. “I

didn’t hear anything from them,
and that’s why I said what I said.

As far as I’m concerned, the UN
issue is buried."

Olmert, who narrowly missed

getting into the Knesset due to the

Likud's agreements with Gesber

and Tsomet, said that he got onto

the Knesset list even though the

party apparatus was working

against him. After that be was
intensively active in the. election

campaign.
“But it seems that if you're not

1 000 percent identified with

Netanyahu, you're considered

10009b against him, which Tintits

the choice of candidates for

senior positions to a minimum,”
he said.

He added that while be is not

angry, “there is also a human
aspect One has a family, a.wife,

daughters, and for a whole year

you’re waiting to hear whether

you're moving [to the US]. They
keep telling you one more week,

and one more week, and then they

renege on the promise.”

Olmert said the affair of the UN
ambassador is not over, and said

he would “tell all, in detail,” once

the other man's appointment is

official.
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AmaL in its statement said the

attack had been carried out by one

of its martyrs in retaliation for

Israel's ongoing blockade of south

Lebanese ports, which prevents

fishermen from earning their liveli-

hoods, as well as breaches of the

Grapes of Wrath understandings.

Amal, a moderate and secular

rival of Hizbullah, has been rela-

tively inactive lately. Suicide opera-

tions by Amal are considered

unusual, especially a sea-borne

attempt
Nevertheless, the navy has

recently increased patrols off the

Lebanese coast following reports

that terrorist organizations have

acquired various craft in the past

few years.

The last sea-borne infiltration

attempt using a water scooter, was

in 1993. The attempt was thwarted.

Military sources believe other

attempts may be mounted, despite

the navy’s efforts to seal off the

coast, and that die possibility of

future attacks against patrol boats

cannot be ruled out.

Reports from Lebanon said the

incident occurred off Mansouri,

northwest of Nakoura, and that

afterward Israel Navy gunboats
detained a number of local fisher-

ROBERT H.AND Joan Amow. Dr. Thomas
E-J. de Witt and Maraarel EL Ward. U.S.A.

for the 27th Board of Governor meeting

ot Ben GuriOfl University of ihe Negev.

men.

There were also reports of a road-

side bomb exploding harmlessly on
the coastal road between Mansouri

and Tyre. Hizbullah issued a state-

ment accusing Israel of planting the

bombs.
Hizbullah, meanwhile, claimed

responsibility for a mortar attack

against IDF troops on patrol in die

western sector of the security zone
yesterday afternoon. There were no
casualties.

This could cause problems for the

national team, as Harazi was due to

play in the World Cup qualifying

match wife Russia in Moscow on
June 8. The team is due to leave on
June 4 and if die tax authorities do
not relent, Harazi will not be able to

join his teammates.

Betar chairman Moshe Dadash
was questioned yesterday, and die

tax authorities have announced that

other Betar officials and players

may be called in for questioning.

Harazi told Channel l's Mabat
news Iasi night that the whole mat-

ter is a big misunderstanding and
that Betar Jerusalem is responsible

for paying his taxes.

“They have to pay die tax bill...

and I expect the club to stand behind

me in these difficult hours,” he said.

“I passed on ail the papers to my
accountant and let him deal with

these matters.”

Betar manager Avraham Levy
admitted earlier to Israel Radio that

Harazi ’s contract does make the

club responsible for paying his lax

bill, although he suggested that

Harazi may not have filled in all die

paperwork.

“Betar and Harazi have a contract

and we will pay every shekel which
is owed to die income tax authori-

ties. Harazi can rest assured he will

not suffer at all ” Levy said.

In an interview with Israel Radio,

Rabinovich said die Americans are

demonstrating their dissatisfaction

with the situation and with Israel in

every possible way, from the treat-

ment of the “Mega" affair to meet-

ings with Israeli leaders, which are

no longer automatic.

Palestinian Authority Chairman
Yasser Arafat blamed what he
called die lack of American pres-

sure on Israel for the breakdown in

tbe peace process.

Asked to comment on Indyk’s

remark that the “core bargain” of

Oslo had broken down, Arafat told

reporters in Gaza: “Because there is

no American pressure to save the
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WJRO report critical of

Polish restitution law
By DAVID HARRIS

The recently passed Polish Jaw
on Jewish communal property
seized during the Holocaust
“legitimizes, facilitates, and sus-

tains the great Nazi plunder of
Jewish public property," accord-
ing to a confidential report sent to
the Polish government by the
World Jewish Restitution
Organization (WJRO) and the
World Federation of Polish Jews
(WFPJ).
The act, ratified by the president

three weeks ago, aims to regulate
the legal standing of Jewish com-
munities in the country.

Last night, a senior figure in the
polish Jewish community said he
was disturbed by the attitude of
the WJRO and called for coopera-
tion rather than disharmony.
; ,
Despite four years of negotia-

tions with a government that has
changed three times, the WJRO

WFPJ believe the act serves to
Obstruct rather than aid restitution,

according to WJRO vice chairman
Naphtaii Lavie.
The report, which analyzes the

act section by section, was writ-

ten by lawyer Arye Edelist, for-

mer Supreme Court justice

Moshe Bejski, and retired

District Court president judge
Moshe Nacht, all of whom are of
Polish origin.
The document, sent to Polish

President AJeksander
Kwasaiewski, Prime Minister
Wlodzimiexz Cimoszewicz. and
Interior Minister Leszek Miller,
itemizes the clauses that its

authors think effectively prevent
world Jewry from staking a churn
to the property:

The act onlygrants title to prop-
erties currently in their possession.
This grants the remaining nine
Jewish communities from a pre-war
1,500 rights of ownership of a tiny
fraction of Jewish property.

The act deals with real estate,
not movable property or other
rights.

• The act prevents claims on
property now in the hands of thin!

parties, in other words not held by
the government. This provision
practically precludes all restitu-

tion.

• The act fails to grant any sub-
stantive ownership rights to

Jewish communal and public
property.

• The act forbids the expropria-
tion of cemeteries.

• The act appears to grant legal

status to the WJRO and others

through the creation of a Polish

foundation to deal with the issue,

but grants no rights to the founda-
tion.

The WJRO believes it is wrong
that die nine surviving communi-
ties, 1,460 people, be allowed to

stake claims
.
to the communal

property of 1.5DO communities or

3,500,000 pre-war Jews.

However, that argument was
rejected by Stanislaw Krajewski, a
member of the board of the Union
ofJewish Communities in Poland.

“Are you suggesting the WRJO
has a stronger claim to the proper-

ty than we do?" he.asked. “We are

very unhappy that they are trying

to ignore the community."
Krajewski also pointed out that

in a unique move in Eastern

Europe, the Polish government
included the WJRO by name in

the legislation. “The WJRO is an
important partner." he said. “But
the three. Including the Jewish
community [and the government],

must work together."

No one was available for com-
ment at die Polish Embassy in Tel

Aviv yesterday. However; writing

in The Jerusalem Post a month
ago, embassy press counselor
Zbigniew Szumielewicz defended

Ms government’s actions.

“It is not tree that the legislation

would compensate only a minus-
cule remnant of Polish Jewry in

oily nine Polish cities. Firstly, it is

not a law dealing with compensa-
tion but with restitution ofproperty
of religious communities only.

Secondly, the law enables proper
organizations and institutions to set

up a foundation which will be
legally authorized to take care of
the property. Both WJRO and the

World Federation of Polish Jews
may become partners in the foun-

dation provided itis deemed appro-
priate.

“It is also untrue that the legisla-

tion takes into account only nine

dries in Poland where contempo-
rary Jewish religious communities
have been established. Activities

of the foundation will cover the

whole territory ofPoland, with the

hope that it will support active

people willing to contribute to the

communities of Bialystok, Lublin,

etc.

“However, implementation of
the law depends on both sides, on
understanding the essence of
friendly Polish-Jewish relations,

of using the language of coopera-

tion ana dialogue which has been
the aim of the Polish legislators."

New envoy arrives

Incoming Russian Ambassador Mikhail Bogdanov (right) Is welcomed to the Foreign Ministry in Jerusalem yesterday by
Director-General Eytan Bentsur. (Biyan McBnmey)

Health Ministry to study problei

ofdrug sales on Internet

\M »;.!

By JUPY SIEGEL

The Health Ministry will put the subject of

uncontrolled and dangerous sales of prescrip-

tion medications via the Internet on the agenda

of its new Internet steering committee.

Ministry deputy director-genera] for informa-

tion and international affairs Yair Axnikam
agreed to do this after receiving queries from

The Jerusalem Post about the potential of the

global computer system for bringing in med-

ications without supervirion.

Amikam said the ministry’s derision to

establish an Internet steering committee was

made last week by associate director-general

Dr. Boaz Lev, with the intention of disseminat-

ing ministry information on health to the gen-

eral public via the Internet
.

'

The World Health Organizations annual

general assembly, which met in Geneva over

ttie past wo weeks, passed a resolution last

Monday uiging a global fight against the ate

of dings via the Internet Amikam was a mem-

ber of the minisny-s delegation but he aid it

was impossible forhim to attend all•"«
and plenary sessions at the massive gathering,

thus he was unaware of this specific issue.

TheWHO said hi a statement that it fears the

Internet could become a medium for die pro-

motion and sales of unauthorized drugs, lead-

ing to consumer misuse, abuse, and public

health risks. It called on member stares to boost

cooperation among pharmaceutical companies,

police authorities, and die business community
to control on-line sales of medications.

The WHO’s director of drug safety, Maitign

ten Ham, said in Geneva drat his office hid
found four companies selling prescription

drugs over the Internet without providing

detailed information. Among them were drugs

for acne that can cause birth defects if pregnant

women take them, toxic chemotherapy drugs,

and “morning-after pills” for causing abortions

after unprotected sex.

Some Israelis have claimed they ordered via

the Internet melatonin and DHEA, two hor-

mones which are widely consumed without a

prescription in die US despite concerns about

long-term health risks. The first xan be sold

only by prescription here, and marketing the

second is prohibited.

Ten Ham, a Dutch physician, said quality

assurance of drugs sold over the Internet is not

guaranteed, and that there is a risk that useless

counterfeit medicines could be sold. Even nar-

cotics could be sold in this way, he warned
However; since laws and regulations differ

from country to country and the Internet is

impossible to monitor, dealing with the prob-

lem is very difficult.

Howard Reiss, head ofthe Israel Pharmacists

Association, said such illicit purchases are “not

yet a major problem here, but are likely to be.

It’s high time that the government examines

die matter to prevent future abuse, instead of

just putting oat fires."

Reiss said his own pharmacy often imports

medications by mail, and some are sent direct-

ly to him, unmarked, without the authorities

asking questions. Although it’s impossible to

force pharmaceutical companies to declare

mailed medications as drugs for customs
examination, “they should confiscate all

unmarked medication packages they find in

sample examinations and inform the senders,

in writing, that if they do this again, none of

their goods will get through,” Reiss added.

Cartons Authority spokeswoman Idit Lev-

Ezrahia said it cannot examine every one ofthe

thousands of packages that arrive from abroad

each day.

New find at Tel H&or
A life-size statue ofa lion from around the 15th century BCE was found Sunday at Tel Hazor

by a team headed by Hebrew University's Prof. Arnnon Ben-Tor. The one-ton basalt sculpture

is Identical to one found at the site 40 years ago by Yigael Yadin and may have decorated the

entrance to a Canaamte temple.

Claims on Polish accounts

in Swiss banks must be

addressed to Warsaw
By ARYEH DEAN COHEN

Individuals who want to pursue
claims against the Polish govern-
ment regarding dormant accounts
in Swiss banks that belonged to

Holocaust victims are now being
asked to apply to Warsaw directly

rather titan to the Polish Embassy
here.

On April 7, The Jerusalem Post
reported that the Polish govern-
ment had agreed to return funds
from dormant Jewish accounts in

Swiss banks which bad belonged
to Polish citizens who died in the

AT THE KNESSET

Holocaust, attributing the infor-

mation to the Polish Embassy in

the US.
Based on published accounts,

53 Poles had such accounts in

Swiss banks in 1 939. The article

included a list of those holding
such accounts, and instructions

saying inquiries should be sent

to the Polish Embassy in Tel

Aviv.

However, one applicant sent the

Post a copy of a letter he received

from Karol Drozd, Counsellor and
Minister Plenipotentiary in the

Polish Embassy. The letter, dated

May 7, said that the consular sec-

tion of the embassy had informed
him that “all inquiries concerning
dormant Jewish accounts in Swiss
banks that belonged to people list-

ed in the article published by The
Jerusalem Post on April 7 1997,
should be sent to the Ministry of
Justice of the Republic ofPoland."
Drozd then provided the

address: Mr. Jan Ciszewski,
Director of the International

Cooperation & European Law
Department, Ministry of Justice.

Al. Ujazdowskie 11, 00-950,
Warsaw.

PM mum on Ne’eman
By UAT COLLINS

Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu said yesterday
that former justice minister Ya’acov Ne’eman had
informed him he is taking a vacation and any decision
regarding his return to the government would be
taken after that Netanyahu said he refuses “to deal in

speculation” on the subject He also noted there are
still High Court appeals pending which could affect

the decision. Netanyahu met yesterday with Justice
Minister Tzahi Hanegbi, but details of their discus-
sion were not disclosed.

Survivors may deposit reparations abroad
The Bank of Israel has agreed to allow Holocaust

survivors who receive compensation from Germany
to deposit the money in foreign banks because of the
low interest in local banks. The proposal came from
Avraham Herschson (Likud), who chairs the Knesset
sub-committee on restitution ofJewish property.

World war II veterans cited

The Knesset paid tribute to the Jewish veteranswho

fought the Nazis in World War IL At die opening of
the summer session. Speaker Dan Ttchon praised the
fighters as representatives sat in the visitors’ gallery.
The idea of marking the veteran’s contribution was
the initiative ofYuri Stem (Yisrae! Ba'aliya).

MKs, staffers get lung tests

As part of its ongoing efforts to get MKs to quit
smoking, the Knesset held a marathon campaign test-

ing the lungs of 1 42 parliamentarians, their aides, and
other Knesset staff. The campaign, the initiative of
Knesset physician Dr. Yitzhak Lipshitz, was held in
conjunction with Beilinson Hospital’s lung unit.

Levy warns of welfare problems
Maxim Levy (Gesher), chairman of the Labor and

Social Affairs Committee, warned yesterday that
the Labor and Social Affairs Ministry is finding it

difficult to cope with welfare problems around the
country. Ministry Director-General Yigael Ben-
Shalora and Levy agreed to continue community
services for the elderly despite the severe budget
deficit.

Freij resigns as Bethlehem mayor,
PA tourism minister

By JON IMMANUEL

Elias Freij, mayor of Bethlehem
since 1972 and minister of tourism
in die Palestinian Authority since

1994, has resigned both positions,

saying be is tired of his jobs and
wants to spend time writing.

In a terse two-line resignation

letter to PA Chairman Yasser
Arafat, Freij wrote, *T hereby hand
in my resignation as mayor of
Bethlehem and minister of
tourism." He said Arafat has not

yet responded, but the decision is

already effective as far as he is

concerned ami be has not gone to

work in his municipal office this

week. He gave no explanation for

his decision.

Freij, 80, was the only elected

Palestinian mayor who was not

eventually deposed by the Israeli

military authorities for pro-PLO
leanings. He was also the only

non-PLO mayor who remained in

office after the PA took office.

He was considered pro-Jordan

until the Oslo agreements and was
a leading moderate who met fre-

quently with both Labor and
Likud leaders. When he coun-
selled opening peace talks wife
Israel during the intifada, Arafat in
Tunis threatened a “a bullet in the
chest” to anyone who undermined
the exclusive authority of the
PLO, a threat which was widely
assumed to have been directed at
Freij.

Freij said there were no political
reasons for his resignation and
retirement, and his appointment as
minister in the PAindicated that he

had made his peace with Arafat. “I
have been a member of the
Bethlehem council since 1946 and
I have been carrying many melons
on my shoulders."

A large part of his role as
Bethlehem's mayor involved
exploiting his international con-
tacts to encourage Christian
tourism to the city. The two jobs
were so closely linked Thai Freij

decided to resign as minister as
well.

He has been treated at

Jerusalem’s Hadassah Hospital
during tire part two years for a
heart condition, but said health

was not tire reason for his resigna-

tion. “Iam completely healthy,” he
said.

Freij’s replacements in both jobs
wilt be picked by Arafat.
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Conversion classes

for immigrants

to be expanded
ARYEH DEAN COHEN

A new program designed to

expand the existing network of

conversion classes for new immi-

grants will soon be launched.

Absorption Minister Yuli

Edeistein said yesterday.

Edeistein, reviewing his first

year in office, said the new
arrangement would lead to the cre-

ation^of more conversion classes

in areas where the immigrants

live. A minimum of 20 immigrants

are needed to sum a class.

He said the agreement would

also allow those completing such

classes to be brought before rab-

binic courts as quickly as possible,

and would guarantee that the cost

of the process would be limited to

SI 00. excluding books. Ethiopian

immigrants would not have to pay

the $100.
Edeistein said he hopes that it

would only take "weeks" for those

completing the classes to appear

before a rabbinic court. More rab-

binic courts will be created if nec-

essary. he said.

“In the past, immigrants were

given the runaround before they

were placed in a conversion class.

1 hope this will no longer happen,"

Edeistein said.

The plan was worked out

between the Absorption Ministry',

the Religious Affairs Ministry, the

Education Ministry, the Chief

Rabbinate, and the Jewish Agency.

Each body will be responsible for

its own pan in the overall pro-

gram, Edeistein said.

‘There are tens of thousands of

immigrants who need to undergo

conversion: I estimate that thou-

sands will choose this path in the

very near future.” Edeistein said.

Asked how the immigrants,

many of them non-observant,

would comply with the demand by

the rabbis that they maintain an

observant lifestyle in order to con-

vert. Edeistein said: “There is

another side [in this matter] which

I need to include; the only address

I have in this countiy, which can

solve this problem - the Chief
Rabbinate.

“[ sat with them, die director-gen-

eral sat with them, officials in

Yisntel Ba'aliya - [Natan]

Sharansky and others - sat with

them and presented the problems to

them. We asked them if there is a

way to solve them. At first they said

no. Then we made progress and
said yes. there is a way... f know
they intend to solve die problem."
There are only several hundred

immigrants currently waiting to

undergo conversion, Edeistein

said, but that is because of the dif-

ficulties they currently face in the

conversion process and the lack of
conversion classes available

where they live.

“I believe there are thousands of
immigrants who want to live here

as Israelis in every way and Jews
in every way, and I *m not just talk-

ing about mortgages - they get

that in any case. Bui because there

are younger people in the army,
who then go into university surd

know this has consequences for

their family lives. I'm sure there

will be thousands interested."

On another subject, Edeistein

said he hopes it will be only “a mat-

ter of months" until about 400
immigrant families from the CIS

who had apparently been bilked out

of their money after entrusting it to

individuals recommended to them

by Israeli government bodies are

compensated by the government.

Edeistein said thafwhile he had
“grander dreams" for what he could

accomplish, "after a year here, I

Can’t imagine what would’ve hap-

pened if Yisrael Ba*Aliya was not

in the government."

He cited the ministry’s success

in finding housing solutions for

elderly immigrants and for those

who had previously lived in cara-

vans. Only S5 out of 400
Ethiopian immigrant families who
had been living "in caravans a year

ago are still living there, he noted.

However, he said housing solu-

tions still must be found for some
740 single Ethiopian immigrants

still living in caravans, most after

army service.

More immigrants are becoming
entrepreneurs with the ministry’s

help. Edeistein noted, with 1,000

jobs created this way in the past year.

Immigration overall dropped 15

percenfsince he took office, partly

because of the drop in the number
of potential immigrants in the CIS,

he said.

As for immigration front the

West, ministry figures show 2,400
immigrants from North America
and Oceania last year, compared
to 2.700 in 1995. and 4.200 from
Europe [excluding the former
Soviet Union], compared to 4,100

the previous year.

Edeistein pointed out the ministry

had particular success with a job

fair aimed at attracting Israelis liv-

ing in the US to return home, with

some 1 ,000 expected to do so soon.

His honor is honored

Former Supreme Court president Meir Shamgar secures his cap backstage at Tel Aviv's Habima theater before being awarded

an honorary doctorate by Tel Aviv University, along with businessman Yuli Ofer (left) and others Sunday nigm. •
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Fourth in a series of five articles:

Fire and brimstone in Bat Yam
By DAN IZENBERG

Justice Ministry bill to define

journalists’ immunity
The Justice Ministry has begun drafting legislation

that will define the immunity of journalists and other

professionals with regard to their sources.

The proposal will encompass the concept that jour-

nalists are entitled to relative immunity and will define

under which circumstances this immunity can be lift-

ed. It will attempt to standardize the concept of immu-
nity on the basis suggested by the majority in the Maoz
Committee appointed in 1 993 to look into the subject

At the same rime, it will relate to the issue of curail-

ing the existing immunity of lawyers. At present,

lawyers’ immunity cannot be lifted - unlike that of
doctors or psychologists - unless a court orders this to

be done.

The proposal would make immunity of lawyers in

civil cases also relative rather than absolute. Any mate-

rial in a civil suit which was handed to a lawyer in

anticipation of an upcoming trial, however, will contin-

ue to enjoy total immunjty."according to ihe proposal.

Under the proposal, a senior magistrate will have the

right to order the lifting of immunity also in criminal

cases when this is necessary for carrying out an inves-

tigation.

The proposal will be sent to the relevant parties

for perusal in the near future, the ministry spokes-
woman said.

In his manual entitled An
Opening for Those Knocking ai

rhe Door of Tcshuva. author Yoel
Schwartz suggests several ways to

persuade secular Jews to become
religious. These include gentle

persuasion by gradually introduc-

ing candidates to mitzva obser-

vance: combining moral teaching

with pleasurable experiences:

holding introductory lectures on
Judaism: arranging meetings with

hozrim betshuva - those who were
not bom into religious homes, but

became observant later, and host-

ing potential hozrim betshuva in

yeshivot and hared i homes.
Such activities have become an

integral pan of the religious land-

scape: much of what is known as

kintv - activities aimed at bringing

the non-observant closer to obser-

vance - is informal and done by
“non-professionals." who forge

personal relationships with secular

individuals or families.

But there is no doubt that a cru-

cial factor in the success of the

reshuva movement lies in the

charismatic personalities of its

activists. Seventeen-year-old
Shmulik Aviv has his mentor.

Rabbi Yehuda Bracha. Fifteen-

year-old Herzl Fenso has his

Rabbi Nadav. According to their

mothers. Rina Aviv and Rachel
Fenso. neither will do anything
without first consulting them.
Charisma is also a key factor in die

influence that neighborhood lectures,

day-long seminars and evening “hap-
penings" have on potential penitents.

These events are an effective method
of attracting new recruits, because

they cast a wide net
Everyone is welcome at these

events - religious and secular, rich

and poor, old and young, men and
women. They are either free or

entail a nominal entrance fee.

They often include refreshments

and entertainment, preferably by a
one-time popular performer who
has abandoned the secular world
for the haredi one.

In the days before, the event, the

organizers plaster posters all over
the neighborhood and distribute

leaflets in mailboxes.

Those chosen to address the

audience must excel at public

speaking, for the speeches are a
crucial part of the show. The orga-
nizers know that if the package
they provide is entertaining

enough, it will lure people from

4 ONE-DAY TRIPS
with Shorashim & The

Jerusalem Post Travel Gub
Spend a day away-from-it-all on one of Shorashim's

Knesset approves Bezeq rate hike
By JUDY SIEGEL

entertaining and enlightening English speaking trips.

You'll meetyour sort of people visit o£f-the-beaten-track

places and hear interesting and informative explanations

from expert guides.

Space is limited so book early and avoid disappointment.

Thursday RETURN TO BEIT SHEAN
May 22 Thousands of years of history- Greek, Romaiv pagan,

Jewish - now revealed for all to see. Theaters,

temples, bath-houses, markets, frescoes, housesof
ill-repute. All foe beauty and cruelty that paganism

offered. Even ifyou've been before, come again,

because so much more has nowbeen revealed,
^

including foe 'Mona Lisa,' in one of the world's most

successful digs.

N1S 190 (including lunch)

Tour guide Yisrael Shalem

Thursday
May 22

The Knesset Finance Committee yesterday approved
the Communications Ministry’s proposal for updating
Bezeq and Bezeq International rates. Phone bills wifi

go up by an average of 3.14% (the consumer price

index rose by 8.579b since the last rate hike). The
changes went into effect last night at midnight.

In addition, the rate schedule has been simplified by
reducing the number of time groups in a 24-hour peri-

od. Instead of five, there are only three.

The old schedule had separate rates from 8 a.m. to I

p.ni„ I p.m. to 8 p.rru, 8 p.m. to 10 p.m.. 10 p.m. to 7
a.m., and 7 a.m. to 8 a.m. The new schedule has the

most expensive rates from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m., intermedi-
ate ratres from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m., and the cheapest rates

from 10 p.m. to 8 a.m.

For most people, the monthly service fee goes up
from NTS 20.40 to NIS 30 (a 47*& increase ). while calls

drop by an average of 6%. This means that the hike
balances out at an average of 3. 14%.
Subscriberswho make fewer than 100 phone units in

outgoing C3lls every two months will continue to pay
the old service charge, the ministry said. Those who
make between 101 and 150 phone units every two
months will pay NIS 25.20 as a service fee in the larg-

er and middle-sized towns and NIS 21 .40 in the small-
er towns.

Sunday
June 1

A DAY LIKE NO OTHER
Israel is not associated with heavy industry, and yet—

This tour will visit the Haifa Bay, including the Oil

Refineries, the Klil Aluminium Works, plus a boat

tourof foe bay when we'U view foe shipyards,

workshops arid navy base. We bet you've never seen

this part of Israel.

NIS 200 (including lunch)

Tour guide: Dr, Yoash Zohar

Monday ACRE - THE CRUSADER CITY
June 9 In July 1099, after they had captured Jerusalem, the

Crusaders realized they needed a port with a major

harbor So they turned this small city into an
important Crusader stronghold. The markets filled

with goods, cloth, jewels and precious stones, for the

tamps to take home as souvenirs. We'U visit the

Hospitalers Quarter and view foe new discoveries,

the Genoa Quarter - little Italy in foe Holy Land - the

Templars Quarter, the Turkish Baths and more.

NIS 185 i

their homes. Indeed, for many in

the audience, this is the only live

entertainment they can afford.

A four-day “revival'' held recently

in Bat Yam is typical of this type of
outreach. It was sponsored by the

Bat Yam Municipality’s religious

culture department and Arachim.

one of the largest and most estab-

lished reshuva organizations.

The event was held in the Rabbi
Meir Ba’al Haness Synagogue, a

small Sephardi house of worship
located in a lower-class neighbor-

hood in the downtown area. The
feature attraction was comedian
Yehuda Barkan, who was sched-

uled to speak on Saturday night.

But even on Thursday, some 450
people, split more or less evenly
between men and women,
crammed into the sanctuary and
spilled over into an adjacent room
to hear Rabbi Noah Hertz, a for-

mer pilot shot down and taken

captive by Syria during the Yom
Kippur War and Rabbi Ya'acov
Ohayon, billed as a former hair-

dresser and television musician.

The event had some of the trap-

pings of a country fair or a secular
“happening.” In the courtyard in

front of the building, vendors set

up stalls to peddle clothing or reli-

gious artifacts, including framed
posters of Jewish holy men.
Inside, two tables were stacked
with religious books for sale.

Loudspeakers blared Oriental-
Israeli music with religious
themes at foil volume, adding to

the holiday atmosphere. It was a
far cry from the cold and anony-
mous feeling on Bat Yam’s main
shopping street, a few hundred
meters away.

Hertz, the former fighter pilot,

had an incredible stoiy to tell ofhis
capture and eight-month captivity
in Syria. At emotional high points,
his voice would rise in pitch and he
would appear to cry. At other times,
he slowly repeated important or
dramatic sentences and phrases,
sometimes several times.

In the middle of his story, he
would suddenly digress, extrapo-
lating from foe narrative to preach
his idea of how a Jew should live.

He explained, for example, that
in order to evade enemy radar,
pilots were forced to fly at as great
a speed and as low ap altitude as
possible. The maneuver was
extremely dangerous, because foe
pilot could easily run into unex-
pected obstacles - a bill, a building,
or a telephone pole. Hertz com- See TESHUVA, PageS

come in different shapes and sizes

Toot guide: Enui Sahar

Thursday
June 19

LAND OF MILK AND HONEY
Cheese, honey, olive oil and wine - weTI taste them all

on our way. We'U start at foe organic dairy of Kill, and

continue on to foe olive oil press at Miar village with

their olive oil soap factory , then the prize-winning

Dalton winery. We'U also visit the bee hives of

Shadmot Ovora and its silk production unit The

Galilee is especially beautiful at this time of the year.

Join us!

NIS 225 (including lunch)

Tear guide: Israel Stolen

...Die long and ihe shon and the lall and ihev come with different talents and ambitions,

and they come rich and poor and mostly in between. And some come, usually tfoough
no fault of their own. disadvantaged.

That’s where we come in.

For nearly fifty years, readers of The Jerusalem Post, both in Israel and in some 1 00
countries around the world have been sending money to help titose less fonunaie.

The Forsake-Me Nd fund, together with social workers and volunteers in ihe field, use
your donations io help old folks living in distressed circumstances.

With your help weVe been able to alleviate suffering and provide a little hope.

Help us to help people by sending a contribution today to:

INAUGURATION OFTHE
JACK AND LISAYAEL

CHAIR IN COMPARATIVE ECONOMICS

Address:

Professor Jacob A. Frenkel
Governor of the Bank of Israel

The Stan Berglas School of Economics

Lecture:

Professor Leonardo Leiderman
Senior Director, Research Department. Bank of Israel

The Eitan Baglas School of Economics

The tour price includes transportation from Jerusalem or Tel Aviv

and return, entrance to all sites, background lectures and on-the-

spot explanations. Lunch as Indicated. 10% discountwhen you

book afl four tours. Pick-up and drop-off along foe route when
possible and arranged beforehand.

Reservations and further information:

SHORASHIM, POB 7588, 14 Rehov Abarbanel,

Rehavia, Jerusalem 91074.

TeL 02-566-6231 (950 a.m. -230 p.m.)

Ask for Michal, Vered or Varda.

The Jerusalem Post, P.o. Box 81

.

Jerusalem 9 1 ooo, Israel

Friends of The Jerusalem Post Funds,

20 East 56ih Srreer, New York. N.Y. 10022. U.S.A

Inflation, Stabilization, and Economic Growth:
A Comparative Perspective

on Thursday, 22 May 1997. at 3:00 pan.
at the Yaafcov Efter Hall, NaftaJi Building of Social Sciences

Tel Aviv University Campus, Ramai Aviv

Together, we shall overcome. Entrance through Ramniceanu Gate (4)

The public is invited

pared these obstacles to the tempta-

tion'; threatening to bring down a

nuu i a.s he walks the straight and
narrow path of righteousness.

In describing ihe moments after

his plane was hit. Hertz dramati-

cally raised his hand in the air and

jerked it towards the table as he

counted down from 10, explaining

that he had 10 seconds to bail out

before his plane hit (he ground.

In foe middle of his count, he

slopped to explain that unlike that

situation, in which he knew he had

a given amount of time to do
something to save himself, man
does not know when he will die.

Therefore, he must always take

foe proper steps to save his soul

and ensure a heavenly reward. -

Unlike Hertz, who used pathos

as his rhetorical device, Ohayon ’s

speech was laced with humor. His

timing and wit were as effective as

those of any stand-up comedian
and he held his audience spell-

bound. But though delivered in a

soft voice, his message was hank
Oh3yon, whose topic was mari-

tal relations, said that only Jews
were obliged to enter a state of
holy matrimony because they

belonged to foe only nation sancti-

fied by God. Non-Jews married

only because they imitated Jews,

not because they felt an inner need
to sanctify coupling.

In another instance, he xokl a story

about an Arab from Lod who
climbed into a garbage bin and ae a
watermelon he found inside. A Jew
would never do such a thing because
he is too genteel, Ohayon claimed.
On the other hand, though all Jews

belong to foe only holy nation on
earth, secular Jews are a more dan-
gerous enemy to foe observant Jew
than the greatest of anLisemites,

including Hitler, because they are
hostile to religion, he said.

One of the most influential
activists in the Tel Aviv area today
is Rabbi Amnon Yitzhak, head of a
Bnei Brak-based organization
called Shofar. Yitzhak's speeches
are a blend of humor and intimida-
tion delivered in sahbak, the lan-

guage of foe streeL

In one of foe dozens of tapes he
has made for distribution, Yitzhak
told foe story of a man who tried

to outsmart God by refusing to
learn to read, so he would not be
able to study Torah and could
therefore not be blamed for not
observing the commandments.

U
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Mobutu’s son stuck in Congo
ByCOHMETECOMBEY

LOME, Togo (AP) — Deposed
dJC&tar Mobutu Sese Seko was in

u
8?

******* after fleeing
rebels who had captured his jungle
palace in northern Zaire, Togolese
government sources reported,

dj eldest son, Kongulu, and
109 members of his extended ftm-

Jjy
were stuck across the river

from Kinshasa, in Brazzaville,
Congo, because a flight crew that
had been meant to fly them
onwards refused to have anything
more to do with the Mobutus.
The dictator was resting in a resi-

dence belonging to his old friend,
Togolese dictator Gnassingbe
Eyadema, government officials in
this.WestAfrican nation said, speak-
ing on condition ofanonymity.
Mobutu would not stay in Togo

more than a few days, they said.
His likely departure tima would be
clarified after he met with
Eyadema this afternoon, when the
Togolese dictator was due to
return from a long weekend at his
palace in northern Togo.
They did not yet know his ulti-

mate destination.

That contradicted an earlier
repot on Togo state television that
Mobutu had only briefly stopped
in Togo on Sunday morning, on
his way to Rabat, Morocco.
The television reported that

Mobutu had slipped out of his
home village of Gbadolite late

Saturday night in a cargo plant*

just ahead of rebel leader Laurent
Kabila’s troops, and flown to
Tbgo.

The television report, citing the

“Mobutu entourage,” said Mobutu
had been awoke by gunfire late

^ Saturday night and determined

Rwandan men taken out ofa hospital in Kinshasa are watched by a rebel soldier yesterday.

that rebel troops had entered his
home village and were dosing in
on his palace. The rebels fired on
die departing plane.

Mobutu had fled from Kinshasa
to Gbadolite on Friday morning.

On Saturday, rebels marched
into Kinshasa and gave Kabila die

victory in a seven-month wan
Mobutu had sent his personal jet

down from Gbadolite to
Brazzaville to fly Kongulu and the

others onwards, but when it land-

ed at Brazzaville’s Maya Maya
airport, die crew quit, Brazzaville

police said.

Kongulu was staying with
Congolese politicians who bad
greeted him

—

and disarmed him—
when he fled across die Congo river.

When the crew refused to fly him,
Kongulu hired a local jet Saturday
night to fly to Gabon — but die

government of fbrmetiy friendly

Gabonese dictates; Omar Bongo,
refused to allow him to land.

Kongulu, a senior army officer,

was die son most closely associat-

ed with his father brutal excesses.

He was nicknamed “Saddam

Hussein,” and Zairians trashed his

house yesterday with special glee.

A check of hotels showed that

some of Mobutu’s close advisers

were also in the Togolese capital

including ex-foreign minister
Kamanda Wa Kamanda, who had
been rumored shot dead in

Kinshasa.

Eyadema had been one of the

few international leaders to con-
demn Kabila for capturing the

capital of Kinshasa— Mobutu's
last stronghold— instead ofmain-
taining a South African-brokered

UK Labor promises ‘speedy’ sleaze probe

LONDON (Reuter) - Britain’s Labor gov-
ernment yesterday promised a “speedy”
investigation into allegations that one of its

new members of parliament bribed a rival in

the May I election.

Mohammed Sarwar, who became Britain's

first Moslem member of parliament when he
won Glasgow’s Govan constituency, has
strongly denied claims in the News of the

World newspaper that he had bribed an
opponent to ease up on his canvassing:

Sarwar announced at the weekend he was
consulting lawyers about taking out a writ

against the newspaper for defamation.

Aides from Prime Minister Tony Blair’s

Downing Street office confirmed yesterday

that police were investigating the allegations

and said a separate party inquiry would he

formalized this week.
One aide said the party investigation

would be completed “speedily.” He declined
to give further details.

At the election, Sarwar won with 2,914
more votes than his nearest rival, the
Scottish National Party’s Nicola Sturgeon.
The bribery claims are the first cloud over

die new government, whose landslide victory

was aided by allegations offinancial and sex-
: ual sleaze against Conservative politicians.
!

. Throughout the election campaign, Blair

contrasted his firm approach to party disci-

pline to what he described as the weak and
dithering approach of the defeated premier,

John Major.
Labor officials say dial if Sarwar is

charged by police he would be expelled

from the party. If found guilty he would be
forced to resign his seat

Sarwar, 46, moved to Scotland from
Pakistan at the age of four. He became a mil-

lionaire after building up a successful retail

business and has been involved in the Labor
Party for more than 10 years.

Bui bis selection as Labor candidate fol-

lowed a bitter straggle with a former MP,
Mike Watson, whose constituency was abol-

ished by a commission redrawing electoral

boundaries.

The selection battle gave rise to allega-

tions of irregularities in the registration of
Labor party members.
Police are investigating the eligibility of

almost 300 people who were included late

on the electoral roll.

TESHUVA
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According to Yitzhak, when
the man reached the pearly

gates, he was given a visa. Since

he had not observed the com-
mandments, he could not be sent

to heaven.
But since he was illiterate and

could not study them, he could

not be sent to hell. Therefore, it

was decided that he could visit

both, but belong to neither.

The man decided to visit heav-

en first. There, continued
Yitzhak, “he sees righteous peo-
ple crowned in glory, basking in

God’s splendor. They are

dressed in white, studying
Torah, surrounded by green
lawns, enticing streams and
chirping birds.”

Bur he soon became bored by
the lack of action in heaven and
the fact that he had no friends

there. So he decided to visit hell.

At hell’s gate, he met a “blacker-

than-black” demon-guard, who
said he had never before heard

of anyone volunteering to enter

hell. However, he examined the

visa, saw it was valid, and let

him in.

“So," continues Yitzhak in his

street slang, “the man goes
down to furnace No. 7 to find

his friend. Avium.
“He finds the guy, who was

always making up stories and
bluffing his way through life,

and he was stretched out on a

spit, being turned over the fire.

Black, red, black, red, turning

all the time.

“I says to him, ‘Avrum, what’s

going on, heaven have mercy!

What’s happened to you? Where
are the other guys? Don’t you
have any backing here? This is

what they do to you?’

“He says to me, “What kind of
backing are you talking about?

Here, it’s on your back, on your
stomach, on your back, on your
stomach.’
“So I says, ‘This is a terrible

punishment.’
“

‘This isn’t the punishment,'
he answers. This is the recess.’

Avrum then tells his friend

about a judge who was sent to

hell, but because he had banded
down a few just verdicts in his

career, was allowed to choose
his punishment. Each punish-
ment he saw was worse than the

next, until he finally saw people
immersed up to their necks in a

pool of excrement, breathing
hard.
“So the judge says, this is one

of the easier punishments. At
least die head remains above the

surface.

“Then, just as he immerses
himself and starts getting used
to it, gets the breathing right,

finds his rhythm, he hears a

gong and an angel announces:
'Recess over, put your heads
back ini’”
The man with the visa said

he’d had enough and decided to

beat it out of hell. But when he
reached the gate, he found that

the demon-guard had been
replacedby an even more fright-

ening one, a giant full of eyes.

“So,” continues Yitzhak, “he
comes to the gate and says,

‘open up, open up, I want to

leave.’

“But the demon says, ‘Anyone
who comes in, don’t go out
again.’

“‘Look here, I’ve got a visa,’

the man replies. He takes out his

visa to show him, but the demon
looks him straight in the eye and
shrugs: ‘I can’t read,’ he says.

‘Now get back inside.’”

Not only had Yitzhak managed
to entertain his listeners with a

good punchline-curn-moral les-

son. He had also frightened

some of them with his graphic

description of the hell that

awaits anyone who does not
obey Halacha.

Yitzhak may talk like “one of
the guys.” But he knows that

many in his audience, especially

the younger ones, the impres-
sionable and the susceptible,

will take him literally and
respond accordingly.

Fourth in a five-part inves-

tigative series on the ‘teshuva

*

movement in Israel's poor
neighborhoods. Tomorrow:
Brainwashing or education?

(Rcuer)

dialogue with Mobutu.
The two dictators had led their

countries since the mid-1960s, and
both enjoyed the support ofFiance— another country teat expressed

its displeasure with Kabila. French
police prevented Kabila loyalists

from taking over tee Zairian

embassy in Paris yesterday.

Moroccan officials said Mobutu
was to stop briefly in Rabat, then

continue on to a European destina-

tion, where he would wait out tee

French elections before continu-

ing to France.

Mother,

grandma
poisoned

child
NEWYORK (AP)-A5-year-oId

girl's grandmnthm- and mother are

accused of forcing her to swallow a
lethal cocktail of ammonia, vinegar,

cayenne pepper and olive oil, then

putting her body out with tee trash.

Grandmother Rosa Wilkerson
originally told policeAmy Burney
died ofnatural causes and lay dead
for days before they put her out
with tee garbage in front of their

Bronx apartment building.

Police later concluded teatAmy
was poisoned, possibly as punish-
ment, and were going to sift

through garbage at Staten Island’s

Fresh Kills landfill yesterday or
today in hopes offinding the body.
“She was restrained and hermouth

was gagged, and she was intention-

ally forced to ingest this mixture by
bc«h her grandmother and her motb-
er," Deputy Police Commissioner
Patrick KeDeher said.

“We don’t know exactly why
she was forced to ingest tee chem-
icals, whether it was for punish-

ment, or to have some other effect

on her,” he said.

The mother, Angelic Burney, 25,

and Wilkerson, 46, who also goes

by the name Rosa Downing, were
charged with second-degree murder
after detectives interrogated them
for hours, KeHeber said. Police

believeAmy died aroundApril 27.

Newspapers quoted sources as

sayingWilkerson claimed sheforced

tee girl to drink tee poison to exor-

cise demons from her body. The
giri’s mouth was taped shut to pre-

ventherfrom spittingouttbe poison.

Wilkerson reportedly told police

that she and her daughter believed

tee little girt was possessed, since

she was prone to throwing tantrums.

WORLD NEWS
in brief

Cyclone hammers Bangladesh, six killed

COX’S BAZAR, Bangladesh (AP)—A cyclone hammered
the Bangladesh coast with tee force of “hundreds of demons",

leveling villages, flooding crop lands and killing at least six

people.

One man was blown off his roof and killed while he was try-

ing to secure it against the storm. Police in the southern port of

Chittagong said three men and two children were killed by fly-

ing pieces of tin-roofs or collapsing buildings.

Communications to outlying islands and other storm-bit areas

were disrupted, making an accurate account of casualties and
damage impossible.

Haifa million people abandoned their mud or thatched huts

and huddled in concrete shelters. Winds churned up two-meter

waves teat swamped islands, destroyed rice crops and washed
away shrimp farms.

Mongolia elects ex-communist as president

ULAN BATOR (Reuter) - Mongolia's former communist
rulers dealt a crashing defeat to the ruling democrats in presi-

dential polls when their Soviet-educated candidate trounced the

incumbent, officials said.

Preliminary results showed Bacabandi. 47, a Soviet-educated

technocrat and candidate of the opposition Mongolian People’s

Revolutionary Party (MPRP), had won a decisive 60.79 percent

of the vote in the polls, ter exceeding opinion poll forecasts.

President Punsalmaagiin Ochiibat, candidate of the ruling

Democratic Union Coalition, collected 29.8 percent of the vote.

Indonesia tense as campaign enters last leg

JAKARTA (Reuter) - Indonesia was calm after bouts of pre-

election violence over the weekend, but police said they were •

on alert for fresh clashes when large-scale campaigning
resumes today.

“From tee view of the national police, it's safe and under con-
trol (now),” said national police spokesman Brigadier-General
NuifeizL

Thousands of supporters of the minority Moslem-based
United Development Party (PPP) hurled stones at partisans of
tee ruling Golkar party and fought security forces in Jakarta and
other major cities on Java island, but there were no reports of
serious injuries or arrests.

Long prison terms sought in Korean scandal
SEOUL (AP)— Prosecutors demanded a 20-year sentence for

the.owner of a major steel company whose bankruptcy exposed
high-level government corruption.

Prosecutors also recommended prison terms ranging from five

to eight years and forfeiture of up to SI.2 million for 10 other
people charged in tee scandal.

The prosecution demands can*» at tee close of a three-month
trial of 1 1 steel company executives; bankers and politicians,

including a former Cabinet minister.

They were charged with taking or giving bribes in exchange
for arranging bank loans to Hanbo Steel Industry Co., which
collapsed in January under the weight of $6 billion in debt-

Sinn Fein protests

parliament ban
LONDON (Reuter) - The lead-

ers of Sinn Fein, the IRA’s politi-

cal wing, made little headway yes-

terday in efforts to overturn a rul-

ing that they may not use offices

in the British parliament, to which
they were elected on May 1.

In the course of a high-profile

visit teat critics dismissed as a
publicity stunt, Sinn Fein presi-

dent Gerry Adams was shown
round the chamber of the House
ofCommons by veteran left-wing
Labor member of parliament
Tbny Bean.
Adams, accompanied by chief

Sinn Fein negotiator Martin
McGuinness, declined to say
whether the pair might make a
symbolic appearance later yester-

day at the bar of the House — a
white line marking tee formal
entrance to die Commons chamber.
Speaking to reporters after talks

with senior House of Commons
officials, Adams and McGuinness
said they had clarified a number of
points related to a ban imposed

last week by House of Commons
speaker Betty Booteroyd.
McGuinness, who called the

meetings civilized, said he and
Adams would have further talks in

the afternoon.

The Commons speaker last week
ruled the two could not use parlia-

mentary offices or other facilities

such as free telephones unless they
took tee oate of allegianoe to
Queen Elizabeth sworn by every
MP before taking his seat
Adamsand McGuiness, who advo-

cate a united Ireland, refuse to swear
allegiance to the crown because they

do not recognize British sovereignty
over Northern Ireland, where the
majority of the population is

Protestant and loyal to London.
Adams complained that

Boothroyd’s ban, which will take
effect late today, was unilateral

and arbitrary and had denial a
democratic right to voters in the
two Northern Ireland constituen-

cies that elected him and
McGuinness.
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In search of vision

outgoing US Ambassador Martin Indyk

decided to vent his frustration on Sunday

with a blast at both sides in the peace

process.

According to Indyk, “The core-bargain of

Oslo has broken down. Israelis were promised

security; Palestinians were promised self-gov-

ernment and a credible pathway to negotiating

their rights in a final status agreement"

This is a puzzling explanation for die break-

down of the process. The Palestinians have cer-

tainly pulled back from their security coopera-

tion with Israel. Recent releases of Hamas

members arrested by the Palestinian Authority

just reemphasize the marked deterioration in

security cooperation since Israel’s decision to

build on Jerusalem’s Har Homa. But how has

Israel deviated from a “credible pathway"

towards a final status agreement?

Perhaps to answer this question. Indyk contin-

ued; “Terrorism on one side and unilateral acts

which have created the impression that the final

status issues are being preempted on the other,

have combined to break this trust on which the

partnership for peace is based."

Here the ambassador gets into deeper water.

At the very moment he bemoans the death of

Oslo, he hammers a nail into the coffin, Oslo is

not a philosophy, or a religion, or a way of life

- it is an agreement The agreement is a long

and complicated one, but it boils down to this:

The Palestinians must not only cease terrorism,

but join Israel in combating it; Israel must with-

draw from most of the areas where Palestinians

live, and then negotiate a final status agreement

The Oslo agreement - search high and low -

includes no prohibition on Israeli building in

Jerusalem, or anywhere in Judea and Samaria
for that matter. Though no Israeli government

would agree to such a prohibition, all, including

the current one. have recognized the extreme

Palestinian sensitivity to such building. And
despite the Netanyahu government’s rhetorical

bluster, it has built less
1

overdie Green Line than

its predecessors.
' "

Only within Jerusalem itself, and slightly over

the line in spots, has the government dared to act

“unilaterally" - contrary to Palestinian wishes,

but within Israel’s rights under the agreemenL
In comes Ambassador Indyk, with a direct

equation between the Palestinian dropping of its

“core" side of the bargain - the fight against ter-

rorism - and Israel’s provocative but legal

assertion of its rights under the agreemenL
It seems that the Netanyahu government

especially in its first few months, almost delib-

erately went about dismantling whatever trust

and good will existed between the parties, and
therefore much of the Israel's credibility in the

international community. The Hebron agree-

ment restored confidence for a moment, but the

Palestinians; sensing they had Israel on the

ropes of public opinion, were quick to create a
crisis at die next available opportunity, Har
Homa. No one ever said the HarHoma decision

. made things easy, but at the end of die day a dis-

tinction must be made between what is in die

Oslo agreement, and what the Palestinians pre-

tend is there.

As a sponsor of the agreement, the United
States has a special responsibility to make this

distinction. By simply going with whoever
complains the loudest rather than what is in the

agreement, the United States is sowing the

seeds of further crises, and making this one
impossible to solve.

In his speech before the opening session of the
Knesset yesterday. Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu rightly pointed out the unfairness of

being asked to abide restrictions beyond Oslo,

while the Palestinians are not even being held to

Oslo itself. Where Netanyahu is mistaken, how-
ever, is his interpretation of why the

Palestinians get away with this. Netanyahu
blames Israel’s troubles on the fact that his gov-
ernment demands Palestinian compliance, and

is unwilling to go back to die 1967 lines or to

divide Jerusalem. This is a facile and not partic-

ularly fair comparison with previous govern-

ments, especially since Netanyahu has not real-

ly insisted on Palestinian compliance so far.

Netanyahu’s real problem is that he has cho-

sen to appease his right wing by accentuating

real or imaginary differences with Labor's
approach to the peace process, at the expense of

poisoning the atmosphere with the Palestinians.

In practice, Netanyahu is doing little different

than what Labor would do. But he feels the need
to distinguish himself from Labor somehow, so

he implements Oslo, but reluctantly.

This policy of attempting to implement Oslo
while bad-mouthing it, if it ever had any utility,

has certainly reached the point of diminishing

returns. The insistence on-reciprocity is a cor-

rect and important Likud twist on the process,

but it cannot be accomplished in a vacuum. The
months and months of verbally trashing Oslo
have sapped almost all the political benefits

Netanyahu derived from its implementation.

Israel has a right to expect that die United
States be an arbiter, but not arbitrary. Hie
Palestinians had better wake up and realize that

they have the most to lose from the collapse of
the process, and that their public relations

strength does not mean they can force their

every desire upon Israel. And Netanyahu must
realize his strength will come from developing

his own positive vision of the peace process,

rather than defining his policies in contrast to

those of Labor.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Sir. - As an Egyptian living in

Israel. \ thought it might be useful

to comment on David Homik’s
April 25 article, “an Israeli still

stuck in EgypL”
I will not try to defend racism in

the Egyptian press. However, I

would like to express my belief

that these people in the press only
represent themselves and not the

Egyptian government or the vast

majority of Egyptians who, l find,

are quite favorable to the peace
with Israel.

However, the main problem is

this: most people in Egypt believe

that Israel is colonializing the

West Bank and denying basic

human rights to two million

Palestinians (in addition to the

millions more who cannot return

to their homes or those of their

fathers) while Israelis are free to

settle there and are subject to the

liberal Israeli laws (as opposed to

British colonial laws allowing the

destruction of people’s houses).

Now. one may argue that millions

of people in Arab countries also

Sir, - Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu charges journalists

with a bias against a government
of the Right. Journalists claim

objectivity and consider criticism

to be an incitement against the

media. What are the facts?

First, the views of the Left are

given more public exposure than

those of the Right Before the

election, the Ma'ariv newspaper
provided summaries of the num-
ber of appearances by political fig-

ures on television. On March 1.

1 996, it revealed that 72 percent of
the 566 appearanceson Israel tele-

vision during the previous two
months were of political personal-

ities from the Left

Despite a new government of
the Right the Israeli public is

more likely to hear the opinions of
Dr. Ahmed Tibi, adviser to Yasser

Arafat than of most ministers in

the government. Of course, an

THE VIEW FROM EGYPT

suffer under repressive regimes
and that Israeli occupation has
benefited the populations of the

West Bank and Gaza. However, I

will paraphrase Mahatma Gandhi
on this point: people prefer their

own bad government to the

“good" colonial government; sim-

ilar arguments were used by white

South Africans to justify

apartheid, but this did nor make it

correct
Concerning the difficulties fac-

ing Egyptians traveling to Israel, I

will just mention that in times
when a compromise solution to

the Palestinian problem seemed in

sight, about 12.000 Egyptians vis-

ited Israel every year. This figure

is obtained from a speech by Yossi
Beilin.

Homik’s criticism of Israelis

favoring compromise as harboring
slave mentality reflects a short-

sighted attitude bom of narrow
ideological beliefs. The facts are
that many Arab countries are

rapidly developing (notice for
example the phenomenal growth

MEDIA BIAS

appearance on television is guar-

anteed to any representative of the
right who is ready to publicly crit-

icize the prime minister.

Second, the media question the

legitimacy of the present govern-
ment through constant speculation

about its imminent collapse -
either through the formation of a
unity government, or by holding

new elections.

Third, the media use different

standards for evaluating political

situations taking place under a
rightist rather than a leftist govern-

ment. The appointment of Rani
Bar-On as attorney-general under
a Likud government provides a

daily critique of government
behavior. The appointment of
Michael Ben-Yair as attorney-gen-

eral produced little media invec-

tive despite the claim by Davor
that the appointment was aimed at

a delay in the Aiyeh Deri trial.

in the Egyptian economy over the

last few years which was recently

compared to East Asian standards

by the Wall Street Journal). The
Arab world harbors enormous
potential for development and
Israel will not be facing the newly
decolonialized backward coun-
tries in the next 50 years it was
facing in die last 50. It seems to

me wise that Israel ensures that by
die time Arabs are able to chal-

lenge it effectively, they are bound
by economic and cultural ties that

may discourage them from doing
so.

Finally, Homik’s contemptuous
attitude is reflected in the fact that

he is so sure of what the case of
Azzam Azzam is all about and has

no respect for the Egyptian legal

system. If be bad a little respect

for his Egyptian neighbors, be
would await the court’s decision

before writing such articles (as his

government is rightly doing).

DR. AMR AHMED EL-ZANT

Haifa.

Finally, there is die media non-

story, when journalists decide that

certain events, of concern to the

right, need not be fully investigat-

ed. For instance, little mention is

made ofthe accumulation ofarma-

ments and soldiers next to our

major cities in infringement of the

Oslo AgreemenL Also,no account-

ing is given of the high price to the

Israeli economy from the large-

scale theft ofproperty permitted by
the Palestinian Authority. And
Israeli journalists seem reluctant to

scrutinize police and GSS viola-

tions of die basic human rights of
Jews living in Judea and Samaria.

By a partisan bias towards the

Left, the Israeli media Ms Israeli

democracy in its important

responsibility to keep the nation's

citizens frilly informed.

ALBERTI. GOLDBERG

Haifa.
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Mismatch

WHE’A/

Duplicity and danger

I
n south Lebanon, you can’t

escape the sounds of the war
the unholy alliance of Syria

and Iran is waging od Israel’s

north via Hizbullah and other ter-

rorist groups and militias.

Yet European envoy Miguel
Moratinos hadn’t heard any war
drums beating in Damascus. The
music still resounding in his ears,

he said, was from Syrians’ “peace

drums" during his visit to the

counpy a week or two ago.

No wonder Hafez Assad, feudal

ruler of Syria and Lebanon,
prefers European mediators to

American ones; they're so pliable.

In actual facL the Syrians see to

it that the Lebanese Army assists

Hizbullah by firing at DDF air-

craft; the Syrian-backed Amal and
other groups have also occasional-

ly planned raids against IDF naval

patrol boats. One raid off the

Lebanese coast was foiled yester-

day by an alert Israeli naval patrol.

Hizbullah receives regular

planeloads of weapons and
ammunition, unloaded at

Damascus Airport from Iranian

Boeing 747 cargo planes. Each
new arms shipment receives the

blessing of Syrian army and intel-

ligence chiefs and their Iranian

Revolutionary Guard partners

based in the Bekaa Valley. From
the airport, the shipments, under
Syrian escort, make their way to

bases and arms depots in the

Bekaa.
New weapons systems like

longer-range artillery rockets

doubtless receive prior Syrian

approval.

One must not exclude the possi-

bility that Hizbullah has also been

receiving certain types of
weapons systems, including anti-

tank missiles, from the Syrian and
Lebanese armies. The
Soviet/Russian Fagot antitank

missile it uses might, for instance,

have come from Syrian army
stocks as well as from Iranian,

CIS and East European sources of
supply.

Even though Hizbullah is usual-

ly made to pay a considerable

price for its attacks, every EDF or
South Lebanese Army casualty is

likely toasted by Hizbullah lead-

ers, their Iranian godfathers in

Damascus and Beirut, and by

DANIEL LESHEM

Assad and his Lebanese cronies;

and let’s not leave out the chief of
Syrian military intelligence in

Lebanon, ruling the country
behind the scenes with the help of

his numerous agents and a 35,000-

strong Syrian domination force.

Israelis haven't forgotten the

jubilant and barbaric reaction to

the fatal IDF helicopter collision

at She’ar Yashuv. Israel itself

Assad may be no
less perilous than
Iran’s Rafsanjani,

also long perceived

as a moderate

would never express joy over a

similar disaster in the Arab world.

WERE Assad simply and truly

interested in getting Israel out of
the security zone, he could have
achieved this long ' ago by
accepting Israeli offers to nego-
tiate a withdrawal in return for

Syria’s clamping down on
Hizbullah, and guaranteeing the

safety of SLA personnel and
their families.

However, Assad’s policy is, as

usual, hard to fathom. He knew he
could have attained this objective

with our former government; yet

he chose to support a series of hor-

rific Hamas and Islamic Jihad

bomb attacks in Israeli cities in

February-March last year, as well

as Hizbullah rocket attacks on
northern Israel which forced us to

launch Operation Grapes of
Wrath.

But. if it’s any comfort, Assad's

true motives are probably as mist-

shrouded to US, Saudi. Jordanian

and Turkish government officials

as they are to most Israelis.

How, for instance, to explain

Syria's direct (or indirect)

involvement in at least one of two
vicious attacks on US military

installations in Saudi Arabia?
They were carried out by an
Iranian-backed Saudi branch of
Hizbullah, using training and

logistic facilities in the Syrian-

controlled Bekaa Valley and in

Syria itself.

Assad has close ties to . the

Saudi ruling family, especially

Crown Prince Abdullah, and

wants to improve his relations

with the US - both of which

would seem to rule out any such

involvement
And how shocked US and Saudi

officials must have been to leam

of Syria's decision to execute a

Saudi militant, Ja’afer el-Marzouk
Dweihat, who had escaped to

Syria following the Dhahran
bombing, rather than extradite

him to Saudi Arabia or the US at

the request of the Saudis, and
probably US officials too.

Assad and his intelligence chiefs

obviously feared that the Saudi

Hizbullah militant might reveal

the full extent of Syrian involve-

ment and support for Iranian-

backed Saudi terrorists opposed to

the Saudi regime and engaged in a

jihad against US and Western
interests in Saudi Arabia and the

Gulf.

Another Saudi member of
Hizbullah. Hani Abdel Rahim
Sayegh, who fled to Canada fol-

lowing the Dhahran bombing and
was recently arrested there, might
still be extradited to the US. If so.

he may be able to fill in the blanks
regarding Syria’s involvement in

die Dhahran bombing, informa-
tion his co-militant might have
spilled had he not been silenced in

the Syrian effort at damage con-
trol.

Assad's duplicity may be no less

dangerous than that of Iran’s

Rafsanjani. who, until the recent

Mykonos trial ventict in Germany,
had managed to fool quite a few
Western politicians into seeing
him as a moderate.

The Syrian leader’s two-faced
peace strategy may, in fact, consti-

tute no less of a threat to regional
and world stability than that posed
by Iranian-backed Osama bin
Laden in his Afghan mountain
hideout, running his holy war
operations against the US and
Western military presence in
Saudi Arabia and the Gulf.

The writer is O strategic affairs
analyst.

Too quick to judge others

S
ince the airing of Michael
Karpin’s controversial doc-
uraentary on what led up to

the Rabin assassination, I have
been unable to shake off a frus-

trating, almost angry feeling
that the film simply missed the

point.

It blamed everyone on the

Right, directly or indirectly, for

what happened: those who incited,

those who internalized the incite-

ment, those who sought to benefit

politically from it - even people
like MKs Michael Eitan and Uzi
Landau, who felt uncomfortable
with what was going on, but mere-

ly walked away in disgust

That is all correct and it has all

been said before; but it is incom-

plete, and regrettably one-sided.

The film described a disease, but

offered no prognosis, no hint of a

remedy in a situation where, with-

out one, the patient - society -
could fell apart

And here is our society today,

urgently needing to stem the

growing hatred some parts feel for

others.

Without thaL we will not be able

to weed out those who gave their

blessing to the murder, citing a

false god rejected by most of this

country’s religious population. We
will not be able to uproot those

who have no qualms about

destroying everything we here

have worked for in the last 100
years.

IT may be difficult for us on the

other side of the political spectrum

SUSAN HATTIS ROJLEF

to admit that the murder did not
happen in a vacuum; that it also
had to do with developments
within the Left, and interaction

between Left and Right - and with
the way the Security Service oper-
ated at the time.

To people like me, who since the
mid ’80s had advocated direct

The Left 1$ too wary
of looking at the
broader picture,

including its

own conduct

talks with the PLO with the goal
of reaching a historical compro-
mise, Oslo and its outcome was a
welcome, if sudden, development,
easy to absorb.

Though few in Israel felt

euphoric when the Declaration of
Principles was signed in 1993,
most Israelis were willing to give
the new approach a chance.
But a substantial minority saw

their world crumbling around
them. They felt thai a terrible

calamity was about to befell the
Jewish people in general, and the
State of Israel in [articular.

But instead of trying to establish
a dialogue with this part of the
population, the government pooh-
poohed il Rabin’s caustic manner

toward it only added fuel to the
fire.

This does not mean Rabin was
responsible for his own death, as
many extreme right-wingers
argue. But it cannot be escaped
that he and his colleagues did
nothing to try and put out the fire,

or at least to contain it

Would the outcome have been
different had the government
taken a different psychological
approach? We cannot know; but
any honest analysis should have
debated this poinL
Then there is the role played by

Avishai Raviv and his Eyal orga-
nization. Clearly the GSS did use
Raviv in some capacity, and clear-
ly - either on GSS instructions or,
more likely, on his own accord -
Raviv acted as an agent provoca-
teur among some right-wing
fringe groups.

The GSS is under Defense
Ministry control. Rabin was
defense minister at the time, and
though it is unlikely that he knew
every detail, GSS policy formed a
part of the chain of events, and the
film should have examined iL
We need to stop pointing accus-

ing fingers, and begin trying to
heal wounds. The Left is too quick
to pass judgment on others, and
too wary of looking at the broader
picture, including its own conduct
Understanding and rapproche-

ment are the urgent need of the
day. To these, Karpin’s film con-
tributed nothing.

CHARLES KRAUTHAMMER

L
ast vear, Garry Kasparc*

predicted no computer

would beat any world L
’hcss

champion before 2011). He was

off by 13 years. IBM’s Deep Blue

beat Kasparov in New York in a

six-eame match with a sensation-

al rout in the sixth and decisive

game. M
The chess world was stunned.

The skeptics remain nonchalant.

Bis deal, they say. this is not real-

ly Intelligence. This is just chess.

Obviously, machines don’t have

the kind of self-aware thoughts

humans do. But that docs not

mean they are not capable of

intelligence.

Intelligence is known by its

product."not by its process. Who
cares how a machine gets to its

conclusions? After all. who
knows how we humans gel to

ours?

Deep Blue, by its own
“bvpass," produced an intellectu-

al product superior to a human

one. To deny that this is intelli-

gence is a semantic trick: If

machines don’t do it the way we
humans do. it ain’t the real thing.

Well, Kasparov thinks it is the

real thing. “When Garry

Kasparov plays against the com-
puter," said his adviser Frederic

Friedel in a post-mortem, “he has

the feeling its forming plans; it

understands strategy: it is trying

to trick him; it is blocking his

ideas."

These are. of course, anthropo-

morphic metaphors. Deep Blue is

aware of nothing, not even that ir

is playing chess. But its play is

nonetheless shockingly complex

and subtle, cold and precise. That

is what so terrified Kasparov.

And that tenor cost him the

match.

Never in his life had he lost any

match to anyone or anything. He
lost (his time not because he was

out-thought by the thinking

machine. but because he was out-

psyched by it. demoralized by its

very soullessness.

“I lost my fighting spirit,” he

confessed.

Kasparov was facing an oppo-

nent that was not just relentlessly

logical, but, more important,

lacking any of the human weak-

nesses. No anxiety. No pride. No
fetigue. Above all, no fear.

That alone instills fear. The
mismatch in this ntan-vs.-

tiochine contest was not of imel-

The difference

between Kasparov
and Deep Blue was
not infallibility, but

unflappability

lect Kasparov’s intuition was a
good match for Deep Blue’s cal-

culation. The mismatch was in

psychology. Kasparov was cursed
with having one.

Take, for example, his worst
blunder resigning Game 2 when
he could have drawn. He resigned
on move 45 because he thought
that no matter where he moved,
he would soon be checkmated.
A few hours later, an amateur

chess player on the Internet found
Kasparov was wrong. Had he
played an odd-looking series of
rook and queen moves right away,
Kasparov woulji have assured
himself a draw.
This discovery caused a sensa-

tion. How did Garry miss it?

Indeed how did the 20 grand-
masters in the press room miss it

too?

HOW? Awe. Deep Blue was far
ahead. It was close to checkmate.
Kasparov could not imagine that
this prodigious calculator could,
in its own move 45, have played
something that might allow him
to escape with a draw.
Deep Blue had indeed erred.

But Kasparov, assuming Deep
Blue to be infallible, gave into iL

He gave up.
This never would have hap-

pened playing flesh and blood. In
fact, it never has happened play-
ing flesh and blood: Never before
had Kasparov, or any world
champion, resigned a game with a
draw staring them in the face.

The difference in this match
was not infallibility-but unflappa-
bility. Both man and machine
made mistakes. But only the man
melted down.
This is important because feel-

ings are the last redoubt of the
artificial-intelligence skeptics.
Not to wony, they say. Humans

will always remain superior. Even
ifa machine could think, they say
it could never feel. It could never
cry or love or brood about mortal-
ity.

Well, yes. Exactly right. And
mat makes these machines all
the more terrifying. Stone-cold
Deep Blue has just shown us
why.
One day in the far future we

will be up against machines - not
just in chess but in life - that are
not only monstrously intelligent,
but utterly unfeeling.

Whom do you think that gives
toe edge to? Ask Gan-v
Kasparov. 1

The writer is a political scientist. © Washington Post Writers Group
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Gita loves and lives
By HELEN KAYE

They should put a warning
notice on the program when
Gita (pronounced Jeeta)

Munte is in a play. She’s a danger-
ous actress. Watching her gets the
adrenalin running, stops the
breath. She grabs a role and
shakes it into uninhibited life, like
a determined kid shakes 'ripe
plums off a tree.

“Of course I’m uninhibited on
stage," she says over the phone,
too busy with rehearsals to meet,
“and if a person can’t do that, then
they shouldn’t be an actor. You -

always have to aspire to more, to
love and live in your professional
life.”

She’s in the Cameri production
of Hanoch Levin’s The Whore
from Ohio which opens on the
Gesher Theater stage in Old Jaffa
on May 31. It's the seventh (as far
as she remembers) Levin play
she’s done over the years - the
playwright/director picks her
because "I’m a good actress," she
says in a matter-of-fact way. “We
work well together. There’s dia-
logue between us.”

She plays Bronna Tsatzki, old
Hoybitter’s (Gabi Anrrani) birth-
day present to himselt It’s all the
old street beggar can afford. The
whore of his dreams and of the
title is a high-priced, high-class
American call girl.

Bronna is a well-used cheap
street prostitute but she’s “a
woman, a female,” Munte says.
“It’s not important how she got
there, or the rot and dirt of her
work. She has a soul, dreams,
desires, hope, perhaps even a
chance, and it’s wonderful. The
language is beautiful, rhyming
poetry. The combination of beautk.

ft
Gita Munte, pictured here with Gabi Amrani (left) and Ram! Baruch (right)} says of her character
in ‘The Whore from Ohio: 1 ‘She is a welt-used,'cheap street prostitute, but she is still a woman.*

fid language and an ordinary situ-

ation is very much to my taste.”

In a way she has come full cir-

cle. Her firstrole on the local stage

was as a prostitute. She had one
line in the Haifa Theater produc-
tion of the Brecht/Weill The
Threepenny Opera. That was in

1970, five months after she’d
come here from Romania, on a
whim as she puts it it, defecting

from the cast of A Midsummer
Night’s Dream which the

Bucharest Theater had taken to a
festival in Italy.

In between there have been
dozens of leading roles, from
Juliet in Romeo and Juliet to the

grotesque travesty of Majesty in

Decapitation (another Levin play,

at Habimah), and the title role in

Anna Galactia at the Jerusalem

Khan; a total tour de force which
won her the 1996 Israel Theater

Prize for Best Actress.

She wasn’t at die Noga Theater

A dinosaur far from extinct
DAVID BONN

I
magine catchy pop luBabies set

to a blistering guitar attack, and
you have the yin and yang of

Dinosaur Jr.

A' vehicle for the the writing,

singing and playing talents of J.

Mascis, Dinosaur Jr. has, been a
.mainstay on tbc lQrfi alternative

circuit since the the mid-1980s.
And, during the transition from
small underground indie label cult

heroes to major-label visionaries

for the Lollapalooza crowd, the

band has stayed true to course with

its white-noise-meets-lazy-folk-

songs mixture.

Hand it Over continues Masris's

fixation with overamped guitars

and riveting melodies. The some-

what reclusive mop head, who usu-

ally prefers the anonymity of
Massachusetts golf courses (where

he has a near-pro handicap) to die

rock ’n’roll stage is blessed with a

high, ragged imperfect voice which

sounds just about perfect on his

grunge-pop songs.

- Much like his prime influence.

Crazy Horse-era Neil Young,
Mascis sometimes borders on a

country-tinged wall of sludge

sound. Bui, a true child of punk, his

tunesmith instincts bursts through

(he sound barrier to expose him as

a melodic craftsman.

Occasionally, Mascis simply

beats his songs into submission,

like on *Tm tone,” where a little

restraint would have revealed the

almost hidden delights of the song.

“Alone" is a bit too derivative of

Young’s “Danger Bird” from
Zuma, but elsewhere, Mascis lets

his melodic muse roam wild, with-

in the confines of a four-minute

pop song. Jarring, passionate and to

the point. Dinosaur Jr. clears your

ears and gives you something to

hum until die heating comes back.

LOST HIGHWAY is an industrial-

rock lover’s dream album. The

HAND IT OVER
Dinosaur Jr.

(Hed Artri)

SOUNDTRACK
LostHighway
(Hed Artri)

THE MUSIC
Love Jones

v- (NMC)

soundtrack to David Lynch’s most
recent film. Lost Highway is suffi-

ciently wend to complement the

wizard of odd’s cinematic

Lynch turned to none oilier (ban

Nine loch Nails' guru Trent Reznor

for the horrifically incessant tech

-

no-distortions that make up most of

die soundtrack.

Reznor looks to his own band, as

well as protege Marilyn Manson,
for the “midnight at the junkyard”

sound he was looking foe

Many of die tracks consist of

eerie electronic background music

by Angelo Badalamenti and campy

film-score routines from Nick
Cave alumnus Barry Adamson.
The only out-of-place diversion

from the jittery onslaught comes
from Lou Reed, who contributes a

stomping version of Jay and The
Americans’ “This Magic Moment”
that’s as scary in its own way, as

any of the other. contributions.

Rped|is,.under Lynch’s spell too,

because die magic beV singing

about must be witchcraft. Come to

think of it, it fits in here quite nice-

ly-

THE soundtrack to Love Jones is

chock full of urban black music
ranging from the sophisticated soul

pop of Dionne Fanis to the funky

hip bop ofMelky and Day’s *T Got
a Love Jones for You," a sly takeoff

of Cheech and Chong's classic

“Basketball Jones” and an explana-

tion of die film title.

A highly recommended sampler

of contemporary R&B, minus the

rap.

As a bonus, Duke Ellington and
John Coltrane remind everyone

else how it’s done on “In a
Sentimental Mood.”
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Tower Records’ top-selfng atoms (or last week

‘Truce’ entered in Cannes
BvJOMfFOUJUH

Veteran Italian maestro

Francesco Rosi entered The

Truce in the Cannes festival

competition last week 3*?r a

year straggle to film the odyssey of

Holocaust survivor Priroo Lcvl

John Turturro, who won the

Cannes Golden Palm for best actor

in Barton Fink, plays;
Levi as be

emeiges, rackedby scartetfoyer and

almost mute, from Auschwitzand

zig-zags back home tojtom

through a Europe dev^atwi
by

*1 first thought of doing fee111
?

m 1987. I called Primo Levi, l

asked him lor took.,
to '«•

happy to give it to me, raid ^7
year-old Rosi, most of whose film*

including Lucky ImcM> and

traumatized,” said Rosa.

A year and two films latei; kosi

obtained the rights ® ^est^ba
producers in Italy and abroad kept

Sfowhira: “But nothing happens

Sfois book” Fellow-director

Martin Scorsese helped save the

Primo Levi’s courage plays on

the big screen.

project in the eariy 1990s.
.

Despite sane emotional scenes,

the film fells for short of Levis

classic, and loses much of foe

author's moral outlook as he and a

band of survivors rediscover a

desire to live on a nine-monffi jour-

hible Variety raticized

the film as a “pedestrian adaption

condensing Levi’s experience mm

an episode series ofpicaresque and

poignant vignettes that foils to con-

vey the vast human canvas or the

' emotional impact of (the book].”

Tintuno, who had not previously

read Levi’s woks, was picked after

Rosi saw Barton Fink in Cannes.
“77te Truce is the kind of film

that you could never make in

Hollywood," the actor "said. “We
discussed itevea before there was a

script It was cue of the hardest

things I have attempted to do.”.

Levi was a partisan during World

WarTwoand wroteIfThis is aMan
just after his release from

Auschwitz. He published . The

Truce in 1963. “Way of cliches and

eager to differentiate Ms films from

Holocaust movies such as Shook

and Schindler'sList,Rosi highlight-

ed Levi’s account as based on foe

death ramps butfocusing on a sub-

sequent “return to Me."

“When I thought of making the

film for foe first time, people were

no longer speaking about the

Holocaust It's very important to

return to the theme of suffering and

horror, because this horror of foe

concentration camp has been
repeated around foe world,” Rosi

said. (Reuter)

to receive the prize and the word
was that she was “too nervous” to

come. A belly laugh comes down
the line. “Nervous? I was working,
and I didn't expect to win, really

noL It’s nice.”

She’s short, plump and moves
lifoely, like foe dancer she nearly

once was. She's not remotely pret-

ty, but she's beautiful just foe

same because her face is so alive,

the gamine showing through.

She was bom and grew up in

Bucharest where the regime pro-

vided "a rich and varied cultural

life. 1 wanted to be a classical bal-

let dancer - I’m still attracted to

dance - but my parents were
against foe idea and persuaded me
not to go to a professional [train-

ing] school. I have a talent for

drawing too.”

She did the sketches her charac-

ter does in Arma Galactia. "The
hands need to work. The whole
body needs to be working on the

act of creation, otherwise it's not
interesting.”

Theater grabbed Mimic's atten-

tion when she was 14. She gradu-
ated from foe prestigious

Bucharest Academy but jumped
ship after only a half a season. It’s

a small irony that she was Puck in

that Midsummer Night's Dream
production.

Her first big rale ‘at Haifa was
Juliet, but she also remembers sit-

ting at home without a part until

Nola Chilton cast her as an 80-

year-old in an Israelized version of
Wilder's Our Town “and my
career took off again.”The Cameri
Theater grabbed her in foe late

’70s and cme ofher first roles there

was Sonya in Uncle Vanya.

Officially she’s been a Cameri
actress ever since although there

was a bad patch in the early ’90s
when she and the then Cameri
management did not see eye to

eye. She says Whore is her first

Cameri show in six years.

Off-stage she lives on aquietlfel

Aviv street with actor Dov
Glickman in an apartment they
share with four cats. Their life is

unflamboyanL "I don’t know why.
people mix professional and pri-

vate lives. I take care of the house,

the cats, travel, write- all lands of
things. Like everybody does.”

Rivka Golani gives the viola a contemporary twist.

Golani’s next

junction
By MCHAEL AJZEHSTADT

I
d the Haifa Symphony
Orchestra’s last season, Rivka

Golani premiered in Oded
Zebari's Viola Concerto. Now she

is back for another 'premiere:

Yehezkel Braun’s Viola Concerto,

entitled Noctuae Carmine ,
an

arrangement of an earlier viola

and piano sonata die composer
wrote for Golani. This is one of

over 30 concern written especially

for her by composers from around
the world. 1

What is it about coutetnporaiy

music that fascinates foe Tel Aviv-

boni violist who now lives in

London?
Golani explains that “contempo-

rary music was and still is part of

my overall musical and personal

development It began when- I

studied with Oedoen Partos. He
always brought us new music to

work on.”

In some ways, Golani blos-

somed very late. Like many musi-

cians, she did not start with the

viola, but the violin. She switched

only during her last year in univer-

sity.

“I was very involved in mathe-

matics and painting at foe time,

and here was an opportunity for

me to try new things and to reach

unfamiliarways of expression."

She elaborates that the viola was
“always considered a somewhat
slower and quieter instrument titan

the violin. But for me, it was a

livelier instrument. I was continu-

ally searching for technical

improvements on foe one hand,

and for the virtuoso ways of

expression [on the other].”

As weD as playing music written

in the past 50 years, Golani plays

the tried-and-tested works of the

viola repertoire, such as the con-
cern by Bartok and Walton, and
die arranges 19th-century works
for the viola.

She has recently recorded a

Schumann disc, featuring chamber
music originally written fra: clar-

inet or hom and piano. She also

arranged Penderecki’s Second
Cello Concerto for viola. “You
cannot play contemporary music
on a very high level without
knowing and playing music writ-

ten in other periods,” she says.

Comparing the Zehavi and
Braun Viola Concert! is like com-
paring foe new and the old gener-

ations of Israeli composers and the

new Israel and the somewhat (rider

Israel- “These are very different

works,” she says. “Zehavi has a la
of Eastern and Israeli influences in

his works while Braun is much

.

more philosophical and spiritual.

Of course Zebari’s woxk is spiritu-

al as well, tut it is not spiritual in

it essence”
Golani, who was foe Israel

Philharmonic Orchestra’s princi-

pal violist in foe eariy *70s, before

embarking on an international

solo career, is also very active as a
painter. “1 am an expressionist

abstract painter,” she says Her
work includes a series of music-
related caricatures.

,

And does she think about com-
posing too? The answer is a defi-

nite yes. “I know I will write
music too, but I need more time
for that. I cannot do everything. X
have already made afew sketches
for a concerto for two violas."

In the coming HSO series ofsub-
scription concerts, tomorrow and
Thursday at the HaifaAuditorium,
Golani plays, aside from the
Braun Concerto, Vaughan
Williams's Flos Campi, a workfor
viola solo, female choir and
orchestra. After these concerts

;

she presents a recital in
Jerusalem, next Monday, in which

'

she plays selections by
Rachmaninoff (her awn arrange-
ment of his Cello Sonata),
Schumann, Brahms, Britten and
Partos.

in brief

Theater

With Steve Stitch’s The Open Road
(Hebrew title, Derech Hahofesh), Ramat
Gan’s Basifriya Theater takes a daring

plunge into foe precarious realm of prob-

lematic theater, a bold decision for which

it deserves credit. To put it mildly The
Open Road is a “difficult play”; it

attempts an intellectual gone that sets a

quest for individual conscience, human Yoram TUedano
decency, and spiritual and cultural identi-

ty against the violent encroachment and
devastating alienation of political, religious and vested interests

of any and all times.

Time: the immediate future. Place: here, there, anywhere.

Occasion: the end of a civil war. Protagonists: A1 and Angel,

survivors from opposing camps, now fighting their way to the

Land of the Free. Picaresque in style, in treatment the play is a

modern morality tale with a metaphysical overlay and Theater

of the Absurd underpinnings (shades of Theater of the Cruel.

Edward Bond, and Beckett’s Waitingfor Godot in which one
must include Brecht and Mother Courage's wagon). To that,

add a structure of cerebral conflicts interspersed with events of

mind-boggling horror, that trigger off the action.

Despite the endless verbosity and pretentiousness of die dia-

logue (due perhaps to inept translation?), the production makes a

powerful impact This, thanks to Gadi Inbar’s volatile and
dynamic direction, his sensitive use of Eli Sinai’s striking set

Judy Kuperman’5 effective lighting and his dramatic montage of

musical and percussion effects (Gideon Efrati and Kubi Naim).
With a text that makes enormous emotional demands on die

actors, not a little of its power is due to the performance of
Yoram TVriedano. His Angel, personification of the common
man, captive to die confusing calls of culture, conscience, and
eternal hope, is an engaging presentation, rich in pathos, humor
and all-round piety, especially in the final crucifixion scene.

Naomi Doudai

Concerts

Norma is one of the finest bel canto (beautiful singing) operas.

This Bellini masterpiece is ate of the most tender, touching and
glorious operas ever written. But somehow all this was missing
in the concert performance of the opera presented by foe Israel

Philharmonic Orchestra under the baton of Pinchas
Steinberg.

Because somewhere in the process, orchestra, conductor and
singers alike forgot that this is bel canto and instead tried, far

from successfully, to perform it as a heroic dramatic Italian

opera, which it is not In past seasons opera performances at foe

IPO were successful and very exciting. La Bohemc earlier this

season being a case in point But this time itwas really one of the
most blasti evenings I attended for a long time. To say that the

singing left a lot to be desired is quite an understatement
Alexandra Marc has a huge instrument but she is not a bel-

canto singerandNonna is a role she should avoid singing at least

until she comes to terms with die vocal style and the emotional
depth itcalls for. Althongh towards the end ofthe opera she man-
aged, in tandem with tenor Alberto Cupido as her lover, to oyer-

,

-come some of the problems which emerged earlier on.ancl pre-i

,, sent some She tender moments ofpure singing, ail lit altfois^was
j

a big disappointment

Barbara Dever as the odd-woman-out Adalgjsa was the best
singer in this cast bnt she too is much more a dramatic Verdi

mezzo. On the podium Steinberg was not able to inject life into

the score and led foe orchestra with assurance but without any
passion. The bottom line is that with these faces, this is one con-
cert foe IPO should have never done.

Mann Auditorium Tfcl Aviv, May 15
Michael Ajzensradt

Howard Shelley was both soloist and conductor with the

Sinfonietta. The British pianist achieved a brilliant surface sound
in Mozart's Piano Concetto No. 9 in E flat, K27I. His presenta-
tion was polished, well-proportioned and viituosic.

On the podium he drew from the Sinfonietta interpretations of
Elgar’s concerto grosso Introduction and Allegro, Op. 42. and
Schubert’s Symphony No. 5 in B flat that were equally precise
and hard-edged.

The atmosphere of rational urbanity Shelley creates was too
highly charged for Copland’s gufor City, however. Soloists Guy
Sang, trumpet, and Michal Amit, English hom, were more laid-

back, and notable for tonal Clarity and presence.

Beersheba Conservatory, May 17
Max Stem

Dance

The Batsheva Dance Company presented a new work. The
Toy Artist, created for Batsheva ’s dancers by choreographer
Amanda Miller and stage and lighting designer Seth Tfllett
Miller’s work tries to dive into die gray areas of illusion,' the

dancer-artist's consciousness and die void between intent and
result. Yet that void on stage was far too wide. Batsheva dancers
tried very hard but, accompanied by a music collage centered
around an unnerving mechanical music-box sound, they got
nowhere. I can’t find one good reason for keeping this work in
Batsheva’s repertoire.

The evening was not a total loss though, mainly due to Jiri
Kylian’s serene and profound duet, No Sleep Till Dawn OfDay,
danced by Sonia D’Orleans Juste and Yael Schnell to “Nyuba
Nunuli,” an enchanting and mesmerizing lullaby from the
Solomon Islands. D’Orleans Jnste’s interpretation of the austere
role \ras tinted delicately with a restrained sensuality that deep-
ened foe enigmatic power of Kylian’s work.
Ohad Nah&rin’s Black Milk, here adapted for male dancers, is

always a pleasure to watch with its high energy and subtle humor
nluaIs- Ora Brafman

Ballet

TTie Vienna State Opera Ballet performed, at the Tel Aviv
Performing Arts Center, two choreographic works by foe com-
pany’s artistic director Renato Zanella - Symphony and
Movements, both set to music by Igor Stravinsky, and Das Lied
von der .Erde — choreographed by Kenneth MacMillan to
Mahler's Song-Symphony.
Zanella presented his company in this lavish choreography,

filled with broad, sweeping movements where the beauty of foe
dancers attired in flowing black velvet dresses lined in red silk,
repeatedly coming and going through the fluttering violet side
curtains, obscure cleverly foe somewhat old-fashioned approach
to Stravinsky’s symphony. Zanella had mollified the fiery ten-
sions, foe unsettling, creeping danger that is hinted at m the
score.

Five short scenes for five dancers, interlaced with five poems
by Lucian Blaga and Stravinsky’s Movements for Pianoand
Orchestra, give ample opportunity to see the finest, delectable
treatment of Zanella in this sharp yet introspective work. The
duet of Simona Noja and Wolfgang Grascher was particularly
impressive and exposed Noja as a mature, intriguing and trulv a
great dancer, so it was only right that we got to see her to even
further leading foe cast ofDas Lied von der Erde by MacMillan
This wok was premiered over 30 years ago fbv foe

ballet) and although it has lost some of its edge sSrUine ai?
roahty, it stffl contam* in several scenes, some of his mquiS
nature and ability to plunge mto unorthodox movement styles

Ora Brafrnan
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ISINESS Economy grew by 2.8%
in brief

during 1st quarter
Speaker to take part in Generali discussion By DAVID HARRIS

Knesset Speaker Dan Tichon has agreed to participate in a

Knesset insurance subcommittee discussion on Assieurazioni

Generali's continued refusal to honor insurance policies of

Holocaust victims, accordine to subcommittee chairman

Michael Kleiner (Likud-Geshert. The HaJian-based insurance

company was invited in March to meet senior Knesset Finance

Committee members to discuss the issue, but has so far failed to

lake up the otter. David Harris

April rail usage up 12%
Rail passenger use increased by 12 percent last month, com-

pared to Apnf lyyb. Israei Railways announced yesterday. Some
43>S.IK Hi people used the truin'* in April, making a four-month

ioi.il ot two million since January, a 15% rise on the same peri-

od last \oar. The largest increase in April came again on the

Ashdod- Rehovot-Tcl Aviv line, up 46% with 76,000 passengers.

There was also a 6'T increase to 1 80,000 on the Tel-Aviv-Haifa

r.mle . David Harris

The economy grew at an annual
rate of 2.8 percent in the first quar-

ter of 1997. according to initial

estimates published yesterday by
the Central Bureau of Statistics.

This growth pace of the gross

domestic product (GDP), which
continues the trend seen in the last

three quarters of 1 996, when
growth ranged from 2%-3%,
reflects a significant slow-down in

economic growth, which during the

first half of the decade registered an
annual average of roughly 7%.
Among the major changes in the

economy in the quarter were a

substantial increase in exports,

and a 50% decline in government-
sponsored housing investments.

The export of goods and ser-

vices showed a 13%-14% rise on

the previous quarter. Over the last

year, exports grew 6%.
Imports, excluding military pur-

chases, ships, and airplanes, and

after seasonal adjustments increased

5%-6% in the first quarter.

Private consumption expendi-

ture rose at an annual 7%. which
equates to 5% per capita growth.

This follows a considerable reduc-

tion in per capita private consump-
tion between October and
December.
There was an annual 5%

decrease in expenditure on durable

goods (this comprises some 12%
of all private consumption). This

is a continuation of the trend in the

final quarter of 1996. Durable

goods include motor vehicles, fur-

niture, and household equipment

The main decline was in die per

capita purchase of vehicles, down
26%. This was offset to some
extent by a 28% increase in furni-

ture purchases.

Per capita private consumption,

excluding durables, increased at an

annual 6%. after a 13% decrease in

the final quarter of 1 996.

Investments in fixed assets were
unchanged, continuing the stag-

nancy recorded since July.

However, investments in machin-

ery and vehicles for industry fell

by an annual 33%.
“There is an increasing consen-

sus amongst forecasters that

growth this year will only reach

l%-2%,” said Hebrew University

professor of public finance Eytan

Sheshinski, who maintains the

economy is not yet recessionary

but in serious slowdown. "They

are all downscaling their estimates

for growth."

There must be an immediate

joint cut in Bank of Israel interest

rates by at least 1% and a budget

cut of MS 700 million to NIS

800m., according to Sheshinski

-

However, economist Haim Ben-

Shahar, of Ben-Shahar Associates,

was not prepared to blame the

slowdown on the central bank s

interest policy. "I do not see any

justification for reducing interest

rates,” he said. ‘This has become a

Treasury fixation
.”

In terms of reasons for the slow-

down, Ben-Shahar offered:

• The end of the large influx of

immigrants during the early 1990s

and their reduced influence on the

economy.
• The diplomatic situation,

which is causing doubts in the

minds of investors.

• The 1996 increase in public

expenditure, which lead to the

government budget cuL and the

need for a further cut this year.

• Exports in 1 995 and 1996 were

down from exports in 1993 and

1 994 by some S%. However, ini-

tial indications this year, seem to

suggest an increase in exports.

Officials in the Finance

Ministry refused to discuss the

suggestion of sub-2% growth

until they begin discussing the

1 998 budget next month.

Israel, Latvia sign telecom accord
Communications Minister Limor Livnat last week signed an

agreement lor cooperation in the field of telecom with Latvia,

Livnat was visiting ihe Baltics accompanied by Director-

General Daniel Rosenne and a high-level delegation of Israeli

businessmen. The Isruel-Latvia accord sets down a number of
principles, including joint initiatives between the two communi-
cations ministries and various research institutes, especially for

the development ofnew technologies. Later in the day, Livnat

went to Estonia to sign a similar agreement, and tomorrow
morning, a cooperation agreement with Lithuania will be signed

in Vilna. Judy Siegei

Bezeq-Kol, Bezeq-Bit merge
Hci.cq Kul and Hezeq-Bit have united into a single company

called Bczeq-Rol Communications Ltd. it was announced yes-

terday. The firm also has a new logo and a combined workforce

of 250. The new acting managing director is Ya’acov Schwartz.

The company markets peripheral telephone equipment and sells

and services private telephone exchanges. Judy Siegel

Romanian trade delegation visits

The Rumanian Ministry of Industry and Commerce and the

Romanian- Israeli Chamber of Commerce and Industry will

host a six-day trade mission to Israel that begins May 1 8. The
trade mission will be headed by Liviu Hagea, secretary of state

in the Ministry of Industry and Commerce, and includes repre-

sentatives from 25 Romanian companies in die metallurgical,

building machinery, electrical, mechanical tools, yams, cars

and accessories industries. The mission coincides with the pre-

sentation of Romania's national pavilion at the Technology ‘97

exhibition. Jennifer Friedlin

Albright: Clinton to ask for China trade status
US President Bill Clinton has decided to renew China's most

favored nation trading status for the coming year. Secretary of
State Madeleine Albright said yesterday.

Clinton is expected to announce the move shortly, Albright
said in a speech in Wilmington, Delaware. "The administration's

view is that our long-term interests are best served by a strategic

dialogue with the Chinese leaders on a full range of
ixsues.Xhina with or without MFN status wilfbe a rising force

in world affair-,'* she said.

Reuter

Currency
market
reform

deadlocked
By DAVID HARRIS

The latest model

Nissan Motor Co. President Yoshikazu Hanawa unveils the company’s new luxury Caravan/Homy Elgrand at a Tokyo hotel
yesterday. *

(RcuIcr ,

COMPANY RESULTS

Tadiran Telecom
net down 58%

US firms to block junk

Nine mbnths after the Bank of

Israel handed the Treasury a blue-

print for a major liberalization of

the currency market, the two bod-

ies are “not even close to finaliz-

ing" the measures, according to a

senior central bank source.

The main sticking point in the

talks, led by the bank's Supervisor

of Foreign Currency David Klein

and Finance Ministry' Director-

General Shmuel Slavin, concerns

institutional investors' permission

to invest abroad.

At present, an institutional

investor, such as a mutual fund,

bank, or pension fund, is only

allowed to invest overseas a maxi-

mum of 2 percent of its total capi-

tal. One of the central bank’s main
recommendations is to increase

that figure to 5%.
The Treasury initially objected

to this, but then offered to intro-

duce the measure incrementally

over several years. The central

bank agreed, but the source
claims the Treasury then said that

every change in a particular port-

folio would also have to be made
incrementally.

“You can’t manage a portfolio

like that," said the source. "That’s

not a liberalization, but an increase

By JENNIFER FRIEDUN

Tadiran Tclccomiiimiicutions Ltd.

yesterday reported a >X percent

drop hi tirst -quarter net income to

$5.1 million from 51l.9t>m. in the

same quarter last year

Reseuuc* for die quarter were
up to SI 1 0 9m . a 2'", increase

ii\cr last ycjr

Kami Koseu. Tadiran

TekvoiuuuiJikrations president and
CEO. said the decline in pretitability

uas the result of on increase in mar-

keting expenses. Th? Petah Tifcva-

based maker of telecommunication
equipment and systems is currently

focusing it efforts on increasing over-

seas sales as it braces for a continued

drop in orders from the local market.

"We saw Bezeq as a strategic

customer, but this is a large com
pony that has to keep up with the

competition." Rosen said. The
results “reflect our fundamental
shift from a domestic to on export

-

oriented organization."

Sales to Bezeq in the first quar-

ter of 1997 dropped to $?0m. from
S56m. in the same period last year,

while exports rose to $63m. from
S36in. over the same period.

DON'T BE LEFT OUT!
If you don’t have e-mail

or even a c omputer you can still advertise!

INTERNET CLASSIFIEDS
Reach all of Israel and the world for just:

TTI Team Telecom International

Ltd. recently announced a first-

quarter rise in net income to

SJ62.U00 from $128,000 in the

same period last year.

Revenues for the period were

also up, totaling $2.7m.. com-
pared with SI.4m. in the first

quarter of 1996.

Hie company attributed the results

to its success in winning new con-

tracts, naming a recent deal withTelus

Communications of Calgary, Canada.

TTI Team Telecom of Petah

Tikva develops integrated soft-

ware products and services for

network systems in the telecom-

munications industry.

For Two weeks

One Month

Two Month

Three Months

q Six Months

S13US Dollars/NIS 45

S25 US Doilara/NIS 88
S45 US Dollars/NIS 158

S70 US Dollars/NIS 245
Si 30 US Dollars/NIS 456

Maximum 30 words

List category and sub-category.

MeswviiV

Taldor Computer Systems yes-

terday reported a 19% increase in

net profits from NTS 1.22m. in the

First quarter of 1996 to NIS 1 .46m.

in Ihe same period this year.

Revenues for the quarter were

up 35*c. to NIS 5023m.
Based in Ramat Gan, TaJdor's

activities include the development

and support of information systems,

security software and managing die

installation of computer system.

MENLO PARK. California

(Reuter) - A privately held

Internet company said it - would
announce ;laie yesterday a pact

with a big sender of bulk commer-
cial E-mail solicitations thar can
enable registered voters to block

junk E-mail.

John Phillips, president of San
Francisco-based Aristotle, said in

an interview Sunday that the deal

with Cyber Promotions Inc. and
its president Sanford Wallace
could help control unwanted bulk
E-mail advertising.

Wallace’s Cyber Promotions is

said to account for more than 4
million electronic mail advertise-

ments a day and his methods have
resulted in recent lawsuits brought

by service providers and prompted
heated Internet debate.

Phillips said some Internet

experts have expressed surprise

that his company's fledgling

Internet business would establish

a direct deal with a service which
has been subjected to scathing

commentary in Web discussions.

But he said the deal could put
additional legal teeth into individ-

ual requests to block the electron-

ic mail advertising because
Aristotle has created legal elec-

tronic mailboxes covering the

nation's 138 million voters.

Internet users have complained in

the past that Cyber Promotions has

not honored requests to remove
diem from its lists permanently and

the serv ice has been accused of tak-

ing unusual measures to circumvent

blocking mechanisms.
"We’re bringing the lion into

the den.” Phillips said in an inter-

view ahead of yesterday’s
announcemenu “Ultimately, his

[Wallace's] customers are not all

that interested in sending mail to

people who get pissed off."

The agreement addresses the

practice on the Internet known as

"spamming" - widely detested by
individuals whose electronic mail-

boxes can quickly fill up with
unwanted E-mail solicitations and
by companies and Internet service

providers whose services can be
clogged by the messages.
Two separate court cases in the

last twelve months, broughr by
Prodigy Service Corp. and
America Online Inc., have dealt a

blow to Cyber Promodons’s E-
mail practices. In the America
Online case a federal judge ruled
the company had no constitutional

right to send such messages.

Under the Aristotle deal, any
registered US voter may request
the blocking service at (www.aris-
totle.org) for up to five electronic

mail addresses, Phillips said.

The service is free and part of
Aristotle's effort to leverage its

database of 138 million voters
nationwide into an Internet-based
official electronic mail service.

Aristotle, which is also seeking
roughly S2 million in early stage

venture investment for its E-mail
business, has established legal

electronic mailboxes for each US
voter for receiving government

and commercial E-mail.

The company said individuals

representing more than 1.2 million
E-mail addresses have already
signed up for the blocking service.

Aristotle, founded over a decade
ago, supplies services and soft-

ware to politicians and political

parties on registered voters in the
more than 3,100 US counties.

Last year the company and the
California secretary- of slate
launched a pilot program to enable
the state's 14 million registered

voters to receive official notices
through E-mail, saving the state

postage processing costs.

Aristotle calculates the average
consumer receives 1 ,000 pieces of
junk mail and many unwanted
telephone solicitations a year and
hopes to divert some of this traffic

to its legal electronic mailboxes.

in regulation."

While some agreements have
been reached, there are a number of
major outstanding issues to be
resolved, according to the source.

Refusing to enter into specifics.

Treasury spokesman Eli Yosef
agreed that there are still differ-

ences of opinion.

Some measures that were
approved by the bank and Treasury
in February:

- Citizens can now deposit more
from foreign currency loans.
• It is now possible for' Israelis to

buy any foreign securities, either j

'

abroad or via a local broker. %
• Citizens can now purchase for-

'<

eign currency at commercial banks.
up to the value of S7.000. without
having to produce proof of travel.

• Israelis living abroad may take
their assets with them over the
course of five years, starting two
years after the date they leave the
country. Each year they may
remove 20 percent, or S50.000.
whichever is higher.

Patah (foreign currency deposit rates) (11*9.96)

3 MONTHS 0 MONTHS 12 MONTHS
U.S. drtter K250.000) 4.750 5XJ00 5.375
Pound starting (£100,000) 3.875 4.000 4D
German mark (DM 200,000) 1.625 1.625 2.1

franc (SF 200.00°) 0.825 0.750 1.0
Van (10 rrdlion yen] _ _

vary higher or tower than Indicated according to deposit)

Shekel Foreign Exchange Rates* (19.5.97)

CHECKS AND
TRANSFERS BANKNOTES f

6 MONTHS
50)00

BANKNOTES Rep.

y Sell Rates**— 3.6927
® 3-17 3-3920
>3 2.04 1.9922
|1 5.68 5.5510
•7 0.81 0.5316

B 2.8161

£ V7720
11 2.44 2.3812
0 0.46 0.4448
16 0 49 0.4784
jl 0.54 0.5252
* H-

88 o-6602
» ?.53 2.4701

if £68 2.6235
a 0.77 0.7586
[4 0.99 0.9647

1 2ff 2 8295

Z a08 2.0268
« 5.00 4.81B8
•6 1.04 1.0515
’ — 3.8847
4 6.29 5.1806
•0 2.42 2.3655

*"B«nk of Israel.

The Ministry of the Interior

Bid No 4/97

Request for Proposals (RFP)

National Outline Scheme and Document of

Principles for Building and Development - NOS 35

Extension of Date for Documents Purchase

The final date for the purchase of the RFP documents, which

was announced on April 14, 1997, has been extended to

Thursday, May 29, 1997. The documents may be purchased

from Mr. Yosef Grirtzweig, The Ministry of the Interior, Kiryat Ben-

Gurion, 2 Rehov Kaplan. Room 105, Jerusalem, from Sunday to

Thursday, between the hums jt a «t, and 1 00 p m
No change has been made in other aecaifs of the original notice.

Cwrenev basket 3.6606 3.7197
U.S. duller 3.3620 fl.4172
Samian mark 1.9732 2.0051
Pound sterling 5.5101 5.5990
ranch franc 0.5864 0.5959
Japanwe yen (100) Z8908 2.9375
Dutch florin 1.7565 1.7849
SWISS franc 2.3591 QfVm
Swedish krona 0<!l0 jmg
Noiwagiar 0 4741 0.4818

EHS£*’»|* 0SW7 0.5291
Finnish mark 0.6541 0 6647
CMtandotor JU476
AushstandoBw 2.6000 2.6*20
s. «ncen rand 0.7520 o 7642
Beganftancnm 0.9567 0i!722
Austrian schrtlirw (10) 2 8033 Z.SASB
IteMn ara (1000) 20096 2.0421

dinar 4.7431 4.8197
Egyptian pound 0.9600 1.0400

3-8530 32152
Wsn punt S.1321 5.2149
Spanish peseta (100) 2.3434 £3612

"These rates vary according to bank.

DISCOUNT BANK
SOURCE: BANK LEUMl
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Stocks drop on Ml increase

MISHTANIMv,^
L E ’A D I N GiSUG0^ . *v

Mishtanim

313.65 A £7.95%

Stock indexes fell after a higher-

than-expected increase in Ml
money supply in April blunted

optimism die Bank of Israel will

lower interest rates. The Ml rose

2.3 percent in the month after

declining 1.8 percent in March

Key Representative Rates

US Dollar NlS 3-392 -0.06%

Starting NlS &5519 - 034%

Mark NlS 1 .9922 - 0.16%

NEW YORK MARKET INDEXES

OJhduteb
OJTraMDOrt
DJU9B
CU Corap

NYSEMu*
NYSE Transport

NYSE Coop
StPtOQ
S»P spotMbs

Last Owvk
IZ27M
203S.11 .10.48
22144 -05
22SX43 -7X1
55144 4

39655 +2.17
43457 *T5J
81851 *5.75

833.07 *352

NYSE STOCKS

Unchanged Adam

totem up (in 100050 r
totemten (to 1000*1 V

from February.

Chemical companies declined as

the dollar weakened against the

shekel in recent days. Exporting
chemical companies are hurt by a
stronger shekel* because they cam
in dollars and pay expenses in

shekels. Israel Chemicals fell 2.25

percent. Dead Sea Works 3Cf>,

Dead Sea Bromine 0.5CJ\ and
Makhteshim 1 JS^c.

The Maof Index fell 0.6CKfr to

271.63 and the Mishtanim Index
0.68^ to 264.04. The general
bond index fell 0.09Tr.

"Stocks are falling due to a com-
bination of Ml and politics,** said

Doron Tsur. head of research at

Sahar Securities. “There’s less

chance now of a rate cut.

“There are headlines that Oslo is

stuck,” he added. “It's not new,
but it doesn’t help.”

Nearly twice as many shares fell

as rose. About NlS 126 million in

shares changed hands, NIS 2.2m.
below Sunday's level. Declining
shares included Discount
Investments, which had gained in

recent days due to expectations it

would report higher earnings,

boosted by profit at mobile phone

WALL STREET REPORT

Maof

313.67 ±2.92%

subsidiaiy CeJIcom.

Discount Investments did say on
Sunday that its first-quarter net

income rose 21 fT. “TTiere were

leaks that C^llcom would do well,

so the stock went up; it increased

faster than the index.” said Tsur.

“Now investors are selling."

Other falling shares included

Teva Pharmaceuticals, which fell

I3\ and Bezcq dropped 0_55\
Teva’s American depositary-

receipts rose I '2 to 59 in early

trading.

Tadiran rose 13 after sub-

sidiary Tadiran
Telecommunications said first-

quarter net income dropped 5SO
because of increased marketing
expenses. “Tadiran Telecom was-

n’t a surprise,” Tsur said. '“Last

year, they had an exceptional

year, and every'one was aware it

wouldn’t be the same this year.”

Koor closed unchanged. Koor’s
ADRs were down 1/8 at 17 5/8 in

early trading. Banks were mixed,
with Bank Leumi rising 2'T. Bank
Hapoalim fell 1.259-; Israel

Discount Bank l.5Cr, and First

International Bank 0.25ZT’.

(Bloomberg)

OTHER MARKET INDEXES

1st Chme
FTSE 100 «4S2 4X7
TbkfOMte 20463.7 +165
Singapore atabare indat_______ -

Hong Itooo Hang Stngindn -141085 +4X5

DOLLAR CROSSRATES (US)

ftwfc *pat .15395

Jw5*a»|CUE) 1-6396

Ooaric 17065
JmJokntCMQ 05868
S-tancspol 14255
JunJufciafOsQ OTtB
Wit spot .115.75

JmkAnlCMQ 0508883
CarOr tp* 15712
Jta>Jtet (OHB -- n7an7

tfdL 07742
JurUHura (Off) 07747
F-tancapoi 5J56
I Lia: spot— 1876

Sjpm 15208
AufiNgapot 125403
Ftarefc *x* __4471S
ECU: tpc*— 1.143
Banda intern 109306
Sand P Junten 838

US COMMODITIES

Last Chango
.1477 +10
!4X25 -XS

6475 *0
-886 +15
-85.7 +08
2158 -053

Stocks end higher;
unfazed by Fed meeting
NEW YORK (Reuter) - Stocks

closed on an upbeat note yesterday
as Wall Street was unfazed by the

possibility that the Federal Reserve
might raise interest rates at its poli-

cy-setting meeting today.

The Etow Jones industrial aver-

age was up 34_2I points at 7,228.88,

bouncing back from Friday’s sell-

off of nearly 140 points. In the

broader market, advancing issues

led declines 13-11 on moderate vol-

ume of 347 million shares on the

New York Stock Exchange.

WHERE TO GO

8**—!l«l

SSHSI

LONDON COMMODITIES

Cocoa (Jtf) (LCS
CoaeaUuntLCB -

BmtaukOIMtfPS).

Laa Change
-1019 +3
-21CO +45

SPOT MARKET METALS (US)

Goto apoc.

SMr. *pot_

LA Osnge
41.85 -25
.458 4U»1

Notices in this feature are charged
at MS 28.08 per fine, including VAT.
Insertion every day of the month
oosts NlS 520.65 per line, including
VAT, per month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the
Mount Scopus campus, in English,
daily Sua-Thur., it a-m. from
Bronfman Recartion Center, Sherman
Administration Bldg. Buses 4a, 9, 23,
26, 28. For info, call 5882819.
HADASSAH. Visit the Hadassah instal-

lations. Chagall Windows. Tel 02-
6416333. 02-6776271.

TEL AVIV
Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Andres Serrano:
The Morgue. Soviet Photography from

the Museum collection. Lucian Freud:
selection of works. Tzvi Hecker.
Sunflower. Portraits: By a group of
Israeli artists. Virtual Reality: The
domestic and realistic In contemporary
Israeli art HELENA RUBINSTEIN
PAVILION FOR CONTEMPORARY

WRT.'SlUomo Ben-Oarid andAmon
Ben-Oavid, The Inverted Campaign.
Hours: Weekdays 10 a.m.-6 pjn.Tue.
10 am-10 p.m. FrL 10 ara-2 pun.
Meyerhof! Art Education Center, TeL
6919155-8.

HAIFA
WHAT’S ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-
8374253.

NEW YORK METAL FUTURES
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Foreign financial data courtesy of .

CommStock Trading Ltd.

S Futures, Options,

Stocks, Bonds
andMutualFunds

34 Ben Yehuda St, Jerusalem

Tel Aviv shares data

supplied by Pacific

Mediterranean Investments,

TeL 09*958-5873. Ail other
data supplied by
Commstock Trading Ltd.,

TeL 02-624-4963. Due to

technical failures data may
be inaccurate. The
Jerusalem Post wii! not be
held responsible for the

consequences of any
transaction made on the

basis of these data.

Readers who wish to report

missing or misquoted data

should do so on postcards
only, addressed to

Jerusalem Post Business
Desk, P.O.B. 81, Jerusalem
91000

A C

MED
INVESTMENTS

Tuesday, May 20
EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES

Jerusalem: Kupat Holim
Maccabi, 15 Agrippas, 624-3469;
Balsam, Salah e-Din, 627-2315;
Shuafat, Shuafat Road, 581-0108;
Dar AJdawa, Herod's Gate, 628-
2058.

Tel Aviv: Pharma Daf
Jabotinsky, 125 Ibn Gvirol, 546-

2040; Superpharm Gimel, 1

Ahimeir, Ramat Aviv Gimel, 641-

7171. Till J a_m. Wednesday:
Pharma Daf Jabotinsky, 125 Ibn

Gvirol, 546-2040. HU midnight:

Superpharm Ramat Aviv, 40
Einstein, 641-3730; London
Ministore Superpharm, 4 Shgo l

Hamelech, 696-0115.

Ra’anana-Kfar Sava: Shoef,
78 Ahuza. Ra’anana, 748- 1 066.

Netanya: Kupat Holim
Maccabi, 15 Smilansky, 860-
5204.

Haifa: Habankim, 5 Habankim.
851-3005.

Krayot area: Hayesod, 73
Keren Hayestxl, Kiryat Bialik,
o/U-4 1 o5.

HeraHye: Clal Phaim, Beit
Meikaziin, 6 Maskit (cur. Sderot
Hagalim), Herriiya Pitnah. 955-
84"^, 955-8407. Open 9 a.m. to
midnight

Upper Nazareth: Clal Pharm,
Lev Ha’irMall, 6574)468. Open 9
a.m, to 10 p.m.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Bikur Holim (inter-

nal, obstetrics); Shaare Zedek
(surgery, orthopedics, pediatrics,
ENT); Hadassah Ein Keiem (oph-
thalmology).

Te! Aviv: Tel Aviv Medical
Center Dana Pediatric Hospital
(pediatrics); Tel Aviv Medical
Center (internal, surgery).

Netanya: Laniado.

POLICE 100
FIRE ]02
FIRSTAID ioi

Magen David Adorn
In emergencies dial 101

(Hebrew) or 91 1 (English) in most
parts of the country. In -addition:
In emergencies dial 101

(Hebrew) or 91 1 (English) in most
parts of the country. In addition:
In emeigencies dial 101

(Hebrew) or 91
1 (English) in most

parts of the country. In addition:
Ashdod* 8551333 Kfar

Sava* 9902222
Ashkelon 6551332

Nahariya* 9912333
Beersheba* 6274767

Netanya* 8604444
Beit Shemesh 6523133 Petah

Tikva* 9311111
Dan Region* 5793333

Rehovot* 9451333
Eilat* 6332444 R i s h o n *

9642333
Haifa* 8512233 Safed 6920333
Jerusalem* 6523133 T e 1

Aviv* 54601 1

1

Karmiel* 9985444
Tiberias* 6792444

Mobile Intensive Care Unit
(MICU) service in the area,
around the clock.

Medical help for tourists (in

English) 177-022-91 10

The National Poison Control
Center at Rarabam Hospital 04-
852-9205, 24 hours a day, for
information in case of poisoning.
Eran — Emotional First Aid

- 1201, also Jerusalem 561-
0303, Te) Aviv 546-1111 (chiL
dren/youth 546-0739), Rishon
Lezion 956-6661/2, Haifa 867-
2222, Beersheba 649-4333,
Netanya 862-5110, Karmiel
988-8770, Kfar Sava 767-
4555, Hadera 634-6789.
Crisis Center for Religious

Women 02-655-5744/57 24-
hour service, confidentiality
guaranteed.
Wizo hotlines for battered

women 02-65141 1 1 , 03-546-1 133
(also m Russian), 07-637-6310
08-855-0506 (also in Amharic)

Hadassah
Medica,

Organization - Israel Cancer^ S-

i$ras7.TaiaisrT’*sz •
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Eli Cohen named
new coach of

Hapoel Tel Aviv
By DEREK FATTAL

Eli Cohen, the man who guided

this season's National League

champions. Betar Jerusalem, to their

third-over title success last weekend

was officially named yesterday as

the man who will coach Hapoel Tel

Aviv next reason.

The appointment completes a

bizarre case of musical chairs

which sees Cohen step into the

shoes of Dror Kashtan. the man
appointed on Sunday to be his own

replacement at Betar during die

next campaign.

Despite Cohen's undeniable

prowess over the last year at Betar

he has maintained an uneasy rela-

tionship with his board the last few

months, and his departure from the

Jerusalem outfit follows months of

speculation over his future with the

club. _
Hapoel Tel Aviv’s chief executive

Motti Orenstein also announced
yesterday the appointment of

Emanuel Sheffer, the man who
steered Israel to its one-and-only

appearance in the WorldCup Finals,

in Mexico in 1970. to oversee the

clubs’ youth development program.

The Hapoel board clearly hopes

that its new professional manage-
ment team can revive the reds’ for-

mer glory days after a nightmare

season in which the club was
wrenched from the ownership of the

HistadruL divested itself of former
coach Moshe Sinai, and only

escaped relegation by a whisker
under ihe command of Kashtan.

Rangers edge Flyers

to tie series 1-1
PHILADELPHIA (Reuter) -

Wayne Gretzky nicked up a hat trick.

Mark Messier had J goal and two

assists and the New York Rangers

held on for a 5-4 win over the

Philadelphia Flyers to tie the Eastern

Conference finals at a game each on

Sunday.

Gretzky had back-to-back fluke

goals on" the power play in a 1:59

span of the first period, then complet-

ed his 10th career playoff hat trick,

and his third of this series, midway

through the second to put the

Rangers ahead for good 4-3.

New York has dropped the first

game in nine straight playoff series,

but has come back to win GameTwo
seven times.

The Rangers wrested home-ice

advantage in the series and host

Game Three today.

In the first two periods. New York

abandoned the defensive sty le it has

employed throughout the postseason.

But Gretzky blunted a Philadelphia

rally with his third goal of the game.

It came just two minutes after Rod
Brind*Amour scored to boost the

Flyers into a 3-3 tie.

Gretzky held up just inside the

Philadelphia zone before cutting to

the top of the slot and firing a slap

shot that deflected into the net off

goaltender Garth Snow's glove.

The goal extended Gretzky's own
record with his 1 20th career playoff

score.

“I don’t know I got a little bit

lucky.” Greeky said “On the first

goal the puck bounced off the glass

in front to me and I was the one who
got there.
~
"On the second I just wanted to

throw it in front, and it went through

the goalie’s legs, hit the defenceman

tKarl Dykhuis) on the toe and went

in. The third goal Snow got his glove

on ir. but it dropped on him.”

Messier broke in 2-on-l with

Gretzky just over four minutes later

and put a wrist shot through Snow's

pads from the right faceoff circle for

his third playoff goal and first since

Game Five of the opening round.

It chased Snow, who surrendered

five goals on only 10 shots and was
replaced by Ron Hextall.

Hextall kept the Flyers in the game
by stopping Esa Tikkanen on a

breakaway and Philadelphia closed

within 5-4with 4:49 togo in (he peri-

od. Shjon Podein and Joel Otto came
in 2-on-l and worked a gjve-and-go,

with Podein deflecting Otto's pass

into the net.

But New York smothered the

Flyers in the third period, holding

them to eight shots and limiting them
to a handful of scoring chances.

BLINDED - Anaheim Angels shortstop Gary Discamna covers his head after he was momentarily blinded by the sun and lost sight

of the ball (right), allowing Milwaukee Brewers’ Gerald Williams a double in first-inning action of the game in Anaheim. Anaheim

won the game 5-4. (Rcu1e°

Orioles rally in ninth

inning to sweep Seattle

Ukraine trounce Israel XV 51-15
By JOEL GORDIN

The national rugby team were
trounced 5 1- 15 at the weekend by
Ukraine in their fourth and final

game of the first preliminary
round of Rugby World Cup 1999.

The defeat in the Ukraine port

city of Odessa, puts paid to

Israel’s hopes of advancing to the

next qualification round.
The game was evenly matched

in the first 30 minutes, the period
during which Israel scored all its

points - tries by Tzahi Tzfadia
and Dean DuPlessis and a con-
version and a penalty by
DuPlessis. But wiih ten minutes
left in the first period, the home
team’s heavier forwards over-

powered Israel and Ukraine
stormed ahead to lead 27-15 at

half time. They retained the ini-

tiative in the second period and
Israel did not present a further

threat.

Ukraine are, in fact, the winners

of the five-team pool A of the

European zone and will are the

only team go forward to the next

round.

Israel were second in the pool

having beaten Austria (15-3),
drawn with Switzerland (9-9) and
lost to Yugoslavia (10-7). As a

result Israel will be given a high-

er rating for the next world cup.

The national squad will now
start training for the 15th
Maccabiah to be held in July.

SEATTLE (Reuter) - Rafael

Palmerio’s two-out, two-run sin-

gle in the top of the ninth Limning

turned a one-run deficit into a

one-run lead as the Baltimore

Orioles swept the Mariners in

Seattle for the first time in nearly

eight years, 8-7, on Sunday.
The Orioles rallied from a 7-6

deficit in the ninth when Eric

Davis led off with a single and
moved to second on Cal Ripken's

one-out single to center field.

Norm Chariton (2-3) walked
BJ. Surhoff to load the bases but

struck out Jeffrey Hammonds.
Palmeiro followed by lacing a I-

1 pitch into short centre field,

scoring pinch-runner Tony
Tarasco and Ripken, who just

beat the throw to the plate for an
8-7 lead.

Indians 8, Blue Jays 6
In Toronto, Matt Williams

homered twice and drove in three

runs and Chad Ogea pitched 6
1/3 innings for his second
straight win as the Cleveland
Indians posted an 8-6 victory

over the Toronto Blue Jays.

SCOREBOARD
TENNIS - Pete Sampras had lo retire

from his opening match of the World Team
Cup against Australia's Marie Ptelippoassis

in Dnessddorf yesterday after straining a
left thigh musde.

World number one Sampras was leading

W, 4-6. 1-0 when he began to experience
pain in lire same leg that hampered him at

the Italian Open In Rome

Williams blasted a two-run
shot in the first and added a solo

h6mer, his 13th, leading off the

third as Cleveland stormed to a
7-2 lead.

The Blue Jays have lost four of

their last six games after winning
four in a row.

Tigers 6, Royals 5
In Kansas City, Tony Clark

went 4-for-5 with an RBI single

in a three-run seventh inning, and
former Royal Bob Hamelin had a

pair ofrun-scoring singles to lead

the Detroit Tigers to a 6-5 victo-

ry over the Kansas City Royals.

Clark, Travis Fryman and
Hamelin had RBI singles in the

seventh to give Detroit a 6-4 lead.

Kansas City’s Mike Sweeney
hit two homer runs.

Twins 7, Red Sox 5
At Minnesota, Pat Meares had

a two-run single to cap a five-iun

first inning and the Minnesota
Twins held on for a 7-5 victory

over the Boston Red Sox in the

rubber-game of a three-game set.

Rich Robertson won the game,
allowing five runs— two earned

— and six hits over 6-2/3

innings.

Rick Aguilera, the sixth

Minnesota pitcher, allowed one
hit in a scoreless ninth inning for

his seventh save.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Braves 5, Cardinals 1

In Atlanta. Tom Glavine

pitched a seven-hitter for his sec-

ond complete game of the season

and Jeff Blauser’s two-run dou-
ble highlighted a three-run sev-

enth inning as the Atlanta Braves

beat the Sl Louis Cardinals 5-1.

snapped a tie and lifted the

Chicago Cubs to a 5-3 victory

over the San Francisco Giants.

Sosa belted a 2-0 pitch from
Julian Tavarez (0-2) over the

centre field fence to give

Chicago a 4-3 lead. The Cubs
added an insurance run in the

seventh on an RBI single by
Ryne Sandberg.

Expos 7, Dodgers 4
In Montreal, Mike Lansing had

five hits and drove in three runs,

and Pedro Martinez went seven
innings to win his seventh game.

Glavine J5-2) struck out four - leading the Montreal Expos to 7-

and walked two. His only mistake 4 victory over the Los Angeles
was Ron Gant’s seventh homer of
the year in the fourth inning.

The Cardinals Andy Benes
retired 19 consecutive batters

before Javy Lopez singled with

two outs in the seventh inning.

Mark Lemke followed with a

single before Blauser’s double
gave Atlanta a 3- 1 lead.

Cubs 5, Giants 3
In Chicago, Sammy Sosa’s sec-

ond home run of the game, a solo

shot in the seventh inning.

Dodgers.
Lansing had two singles, two

doubles, a solo homer, a stolen

base and scored three runs.
Sunday's NL games: Philadelphia 5,

Houston 3; Montreal 7, Los Angeles 4;
Florida 5, Pittsburgh 3, 10 innings; NY
Mets 10, Colorado 4; Chicago Cubs 5, San
Francisco 3; Cincinnati 5, San Diego 0;
Atlanta 5. Sl Louis I.

Sunday's AL games: Cleveland 8,
Toronto o; Minnesota 7, Boston 5; Detroit
6. KmuasOty 5; Texas 4, NY Yankees 2;
Anaheim 5, Milwaukee 4;
ChicagoWtaiteSox 10. Oakland 4;
Baltimore 8. Seattle 7.

CLASSIFIEDS
RATES DWELLINGS

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS • All r.itos

include VAT
SinqtoWVi.Hfla, • NlS 129 70 ‘or IQ words
imiiniiiuini. •.Me ’i jddition.1' «,’,rJ MIS
ii'a?
FRIDAY ANO HOLIDAY EVE - NlS
199 90 10 words imntnnuni*. u.i3s jjji-
tmnjl word NlS 19 99
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY tpar.X,it**l NlS 292.SG to: HJ vttiCO
iminimum).I'dih addition jl word • MS
jars
WEEK RATE (6 insnrtionst - M'S 4C3SC
lot ID words i minimum;, c.irft addit-ORai
wotd - NlS 40 95
FOUR FRIDAYS (package • NlS
526.50 lor ID words (minimum', each ad-
ditional URwd - NlS 52 65
MONTHLY t24 i.ns<tritons} - NJS 994 50
for 1C water. iminimum?. o.ich ad3ii.oi.il

word - NlS >TJ 45
Ratos are valid until MAY 30 1997.

DEADLINES olios
Jerusalem - weekdays. 12 noon rite dav
fcrfon' publication: for FnJj# 4 pm. on
Thursday.
Tol Aviv and Haifa - weekdays <2

neon. 2 days tvtoru puOlicalron. to.' RCJy
.itid Sunday 4pm Thursday m Tol Av,-.

and 12 noon Thursday w Hadi

For telephone enquiries please call

02-5315644.

DWELLINGS

RENTALS
GERMAN COLONY, UNiOUE, 5 or 4.

CMTJiKi. toso.Tajnt, porting, long term, Im-
mod.ote iMo comRii».Dr'.i SiVIRCLLI
Siam Tel R-&34SM.

HANASI NEXT DOOR :o President's
ricuto t fiejrocm * salen > 1 st floor
tail-, Jurn;shed . fully equipped • TV /

ila-.c . oven newl,. refurbished,

O’-iiiab'e . weekly monthly. Tel 02-
0=0-291-629.

SALES
GERMAN COLONY. LARGE, unique 2.3
c.’ 4 Easeiron:, -jargon, immediate mo
;:tr.r-. vs-ri? 2r.! K CLLI SIAM. Tel.

DWELLINGS
Tel Aviv

SOUTH-AFRICAN AU PAIR AGENCY Is-

rael based, requires many South Airi-
can/atner live-m au pairs countrywide.
Top conditions * high salary. Wonderful
job opporruniiies. 03-619-0423.

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE, friend-
liest families, best conditions, the agen-
cy with a heart lor the Au Pairs Call Hil-

ma, Tel. t03) 965-9937,

STAR AU PAIR INTERNATIONAL
seeks 2 South Aincan au pairs, bve-m, for

2 families in Tel Aviv. S750- Tel. 03-
6201195, 052-452002. Families receive
one year guarantee on all our place-
ments 1

!

OFFICE STAFF
INDEPENDENT ENGUSWHEBHEW IM-
PORT secretary, computer-onemed. run-

time. Tel. 03-6e2-l333.

SEEKING SECRETARY, EXCELLENT
English Hebrew, experienced with
Word * Excel. 6 days. weekly, depend-

Tet. 03-575-4766. Fax: 03-575-

Spurs win NBA draft lottery;

Celtics pick third and sixth
SECAUCUS, NJ (Reuter) -

The San Antonio Spurs were
rewarded for the worst season in

franchise history when they
bucked tremendous odds in favor

of the Boston Celtics and on
Sunday won the first pick in the

NBA draft lottery.

The Spurs now are in position,

when the NBA draft is held on
June 25, to pair Robinson with
Wake Forest centre 71m Duncan,
the consensus top player available.

Decimated by injuries, specifi-

cally ro All-Star centre David
Robinson, the Spurs finished 20-

62. the third-worst record in the

league.

Duncan would provide immedi-
ate help to the Spurs, who have

been looking for a power forward

to team with Robinson since trad-

ing Dennis Rodman in 1995.
The Celtics (15-67) were

favored to win the lottery, holding

their own slot and that of the

Dallas Mavericks. But despite

owning 264 of 1,000 possible

combinations, their name did not

come up until the drawing for the

third pick.

The Philadelphia 76ers (22-60),

who selected Rookie of tire Year
Allen Iverson with the top overall

pick last year, will pick second.
71k Vancouver Grizzlies (14-

68) will pick fourth, followed by
die Denver Nuggets (21-61) and
the Celtics again.

Sunday’s bad luck continued a

remarkable string for the Celtics,

who have never made the top
overall pick. They had it in 1980,
but dealt it to the Golden State

Warriors in a trade.

The New Jersey Nets will pick
seventh, followed by the Golden
State Warriors, Toronto Raptors,
Milwaukee Bucks, Sacramento
Kings, Indiana Pacers and
Cleveland Cavaliers.

Becker’s

French

Open hopes

ruined

by injury

PARIS (Reuter) - Boris

Becker's hopes of winning the

French Open, the only Grand

Slam crown still eluding him.

were dashed yesterday when he
*

had to pull out of the champi-

onships.

Organizers announced the 29-

year-old German had withdrawn

through injury from the biggest

clay-court tournament in the

world, stoning next Monday.

They did not give details, but

Becker’s season has been ham-

pered bv a lingering wrist injury

which allowed him to play in only

two tournaments in ihe past three

months, in Monte Carlo and

Hamburg.
Three times a semifinalist in

Paris, in 1987. 1989 and 1991.

Becker has had to pull out of the

French Open on three previous

occasions — 1992, 1994 and lost

year.

In his 13 years on the circuit,

Becker has never won a clay-coun

tournament.

He will be replaced in the men's

draw by Italian Andrea Gaudenzi.

Becker, ranked \2th in the world

at present, was the second seed to

puli out of the French Open, after

American Todd Martin last week.

Their withdrawals meant

Britain’s Tim Henman and Swiss

Marc Rosset, ranked 17th and

18th in the world respectively,

would be seeded.

Britain to ban
tobacco sports

sponsorship

HARROGATE (AP) - Prime

Minister Tony Blair's new Labor

government announced yesteiday it

would ban cigarette advertising and

bar the sponsorship of sports events

by tobacco companies.

The move could have a huge

effect on motor racing teams and

some golfevents.

“We recognize that some sports

are heavily dependent on tobacco

sponsorship ” Health . Secretary

Frank Dobson said, describing the

draft legislation.

’We don’t want to harm these

sports but they must recognize dial

by helping promote the sales of
tobacco they are harming the health

of many of their own sports specta-

tors and viewers." The government
would give the sports involved time

to reduce their dependency on
tobacco and find other sponsors,

Dobson told the annual congress of
ihe Royal College of Nursing in

Harrogate, northern England.
"I hope that during this process

we will be spared the claims by the

tobacco industry that iheir advertis-

ing is not designed to promote
sales," Dobson said “The fact is that

the tobacco industry, unique
amongst all industries, kills around
1 20,000 of its own customers every
year” The move would have a
major effect of the sponsorship of
motor racing teams as well as some
golf tournaments, who have been
heavily backed by tobacco compa-
nies.

Last week, announcing its legisla-

tive program, the new government
made a committment to ban tobacco
advertising. But Dobson’s state-

ments yesterday made clear for the

first time that it would also bar
sports sponsorship, as well.

The legislation being drafted,

Dobson said, “will cover all forms
of tobacco advertising including
sponsorship."

LOCAL SCENE

Ramat Gan bowlers win Wingate Fives

HOLIDAY RENTALS

3b(e.
166

SITUATIONS VACANT

General

WHERE TO STAY

THE JERUSALEM INN at th? city Cor-
ter - dc*ub'0 or l.irij.» '.irmly rcjir?,

vale D.imroo/n. T v. (otophone, quality

[urmsfiud. Tel 02 -025-2rsr. Fj«; 02-

6:5-1297.

JERUSALEM LODGES LTD.
Short ana lonq iem rentals

Bed and "creaklast.
P.0 Bo* 4213. Jerusalem 9:044.

Toi 02-5611745. Fav 02-561-6541.

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem Area

HOUSEHOLD HELP

WANTED: METAPELET FOR 6 mertr.
o'd Iwins.
wark.

BEAUTIFUL STUDIO AND 2 room apart'

S'-’n -3u';cn 5wa., tourists . tWSi-

rv'i'vL.,"-'3 te* 03-696-

Sharon Area

HOUSEHOLD HELP

RENTALS SEEKING HOUSEHOLD HELP, Her-
sliya. Sun-Thurs. total 10 firs. Tef. 052-

LUXURIOUS!! PENTHOUSES + apart- 564525.

snc::..?r;
-
ci. o:-W£-5704. B a*:03- NEEDED - ENGLISH-SPEAKING au

pajr. meiapelet, live-ou: tar 2 children -

1 i.Z and 2 1/2 years old. Light house-
work, HemDie hours, good conditions.DWELLINGS

Sharon Area references required Netanya. Tat. (J9~

861-0520

SALES RENTALS PERSONALS I

CAESAREA, LUXURIOUS HOUSE -

c;-j ar c:r.:ii'CTi '3 Crpcvte sea.

General

SEEKING

Mle rcrL ; Z vunar,. place

AV.rac!i.d’r ’n.V. G5C-£i1-7£i.
TESSA HOFFMAN: PLEASE get in

:ouch wi’.n 3rti Gayhe at Fax. 1-604-485-
: 157, w write to 1240T 193 S S'.ree:, Phi

Meadows. Bntfsh Caiurti&u. Canaca,
V3Y-1A5.Tel Aviv

GENERAL VEHICLES S

KOREAN SPEAKERS WANTED tor per-

manent joft m Rarr^ll Gin Nigh salary'

Jerusalem

{Ob

CaBMifiiai a: C3-575-S255.

vins, e davs wockly. light houCB-
m Givat Ya'anm. Tut. 0:-£J4-J204.

HOUSEHOLD HELP
METAPELET, PLEASANT FAMILY,
xuch salary . uvm iue-cu:. Gcod con-
ditions. Tel. 03-537- 1036,

UNRESTRICTED

ARIE PALOGE • QUALITY CARS:
buying. selling, leasing, trading. Tel. 02-

6523735. 050-24Q977.

By HEATHER CHATT

Ramat Gan came out trumps in the Wingate
Fives tournament, adding the win to their Premier
Division League title.

The squad of George Kaminsky. Maximo
Wtigensberg, Rani Oran, Alex Haipuz, Avi Rakiya.
Yair Gavish and Albedo Lidemian won by a sin-

gie point over Kfar Hamaccabiah, Ramat Gan won
the trips and the fours with the pairs going to the

Kfar s Chaim Miller and Michael Stonge.

Colin Silbersiein of Rn’anana won the singles

trophy after he beat Miller in the final round, win-

ning six of his seven games.

Ihe final log positions were Ramat Gan (41 ).

Kfar (40). Ra’anana (37), Haifa (28). Ramai
Hasharon (26). Savyon (23). Netanya (19).

Jerusalem ( 10).

Hails race: Runners have a choice of three dis-

tances in today's Sixth Haifa Race which sorts at

5.45 p.m. There is the 2^00 meter run. from Gan
Ha’em to Dan Carmel Hotel for schoolchildren,

the 3,000m along Sderot Hanassi and Moriah
Road for 13-17 year olds and the challenging,

uphill 8,000m race from Gan Ha’em via die cen-
terofAhuza lotheReali School. The first male and
female nameis home will receive N1S2300.
Golfi The Friday competition at Caesarea golf

dub was a pairs medal round. Finishing first with

142 strokes were Brace Waters and Michael
Kaufman. At one under par 145 were Modi Kidon
and Meshi Zvvka while thud and on par were
Yoram Arbel and Moshe Shapira. Mimi and

Michael Bannister, husband-and-wife combina-
tion, had 147 and the last two places were filled by
Yitzhak Dankner and EU Hasson on 150 and Man
Geri and Lennie Landes on 151.

Mehoziada: Over 4000 spartspeople from 120
of Jerusalem’s workplaces have invaded EJlai

today for the- Mehozrada, the sports competition
for workers. Among the events are soccer, basket-
ball. volleyball and tennis with entrants from gov-
ernment departments, the Knesset, municipality
and die media.

There will even be some real-life sports person-
alities from the past such as Haim Hadad, Motti
Weizman. Lrri Malmiltian and David Yishai.
Behind the fun. the event is dedicated to Miriam
Tzartl. a victim of the Bus 405 tragedy in 1989.

Athletics: Itai Maigalit just didn't stop flying
after his plane landed here from Kansas City. One
hour after arrival, he competed and won foe high
jump event at an invitation competition at Hadar
Yosef. Maigalit’s result, 224 meters, left national
champion Constantin Matusevich in second place
with 2.20m.

Winning the 10,000m race were Ayla Setegn
(29:4252} and Ella Krimus (35:57.07).

Sailing: The bronze medalist fromAtlanta in rh*»

470- division. Alona Pacohotecik from Ukraine,
will compete in the world championships to be
held in Tel Aviv at the end ofAugust.
Racholacik. 32. is married to a Jewish business-

man whose parents live in RamatGan. Meanwhile
the national sailing team left this week for the
Netherlands to enter an international competition

which begins tomorrow. The team is Anar
Fabrikant and Shani Kedmi. Eli Zuckerroan and
Saar Behrand Ze’ev KaJach and David SchwaitZ.

Sailing in the mistral category are Gal Friedman,
Amir Inbar, Amir Levinson, Michal Hein and
Sivan Yosef.

Cricket: Lions Lod breezed, through against
Yeruham in the first division. Lod (J. Maril 46, Y.
Nagavkar 43) scored 195 for 8 against Yeruham’s
29 off 19 ovens.

Young Ashdod made 199 for 9 tobeat Netanya’s
183.

fo the second division, Petah Tikva scored 1 87
for 9 while Dimona C managed just 111 in reply.

A. however, scored 160 for 3 lo beat
Beereneba B who were left with 156.

,

*'eek
’

s firs1 division fixtures, Ashdod A
will hostNeveh Yonatan and BeershebaA will host
lei Aviv, while in the second division Ramie and
Lod win play at HadarYosefand Seven Stars will
travel loKiryatGat
Maocabiah moments: If nothing else, the

Maccabiah this year will not be disparagingly
*7he Jewish Olympics.’ Why? Because forme fiisr time non-Jewshave been invited, some to

compete as guests. Topping the list of definite® is
recently retired tennis beauty Gabriella SabatinL
Fete has also confirmed his appearance and wair-mg in the wings are Diego Maradona, Franz
Beckenbauerand Johan Cruyff.

SpontEtStorat Joseph Hotfrnan mtfaiLewis
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THEATER
Helen Kaye

The Six Day. War made him a hero. The
Yom Kippur War made him a pariah. Hfliel

'

Miuelpimfct’s long-running Gorodish is also
the stoiy of Israel’s fall from arrogant eupho-
ria to the trauma of reality. The production is
stronger than the play and blessed with fine
acting and good direction by the author Yigal
Naor stars in the title role. On the Cameri
Theater mainstage tonight at 8:30. (Hebrew
with simultaneous translation into English)

CLASSICAL MUSIC
Michael Ajzenstadt '

Pinchas Steinberg leads the Israel
Philharmonic Orchestra in Schubert’s Mass in
E flat major and Mozart’s 39th Symphony
tonight, Thursday, Friday and Saturday at the
Mann Auditorium in Tfel Aviv (8:30 except
Friday at 2 and Saturday at 9).
Uriel Segal leads the Kibbutz Chamber

CRITIC’S CHOICE

Orchestra in Mozart’s 40th Symphony and ~
Beethoven’s Coriolan Overture. Yossi

^mcfaas Sternberg wields the baton with the
Arnheim plays Michael Wolpe’s Flute

^srae* Philharmonic Orchestra at the Mann
Concerto. Tonight in Ein Hahoresh, tomorrow Auditorium in Tel Aviv,
in Yad Lebanim in Holon, Thursday in Sde

than a respectably made bit of high-class kitsch, a

wi S.
AVIV 11113 “"““S sometimes moving, often rather silly love story

« set in a series of exotic locales and peppered with
toward Shelity kaids the just enough literary leavings from Michael

5^\J?2
f<

?
n
i
ena ?®e?sl,eba ™ ,?oph»nd s Quiet Ondaatje's lyrical novel to make it acceptable to

Cuy, Elgar s Introduction and Allegro for Strings “discriminating” viewers,
and Schubert's Fifth Symphony. He then leaves It’s a rare film these days that dares venture™r *c pano mtnder to play and con- such overwrought good looks and gushing emo-
duct, from ibe keyboard, Mozart s Ninth Piano tions, and for this sensual extravagance
^ODCpIt° vT/B- Tbmght m Beersheba, tomor- Minghella does deserve praise. The movie is
row in Ashkelon and Thursday at the Tel Aviv admirably free of cynicism. (At two hours and 40
Museum minutes, it’s also much too long.) With Ralph

Fiennes, Kristin Scott Thomas and Juliette

Binoche. (English dialogue, Hebrew subtitles.

Not recommended for children.)

TELEVISION
~

Helen Kaye

FILM

Adina Hoffman

1/2 THE ENGLISH PATIENT -
Watching Anthony Minghella’s Oscar-winning
film after absorbing the clouds of second-hand
smoke blown our way by the PR people and by
positive, if five-month-old, word of mouth from
friends abroad, it’s hard to grasp exactly what the
great fuss was about
The picture seems, at this late date, little more

Israel’s jazz husband and wife tam, percus-
sionist singer Iris Portugal] with Ofer on piano
and keyboard, bring their successful collaboration

with singer/guitarist Aloe Olearchik to Channel 2
atl ami.
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ACROSS
1 Removed pear found in
cold cheese (10)

6 Endless story about
perfumed powder (4)

10 Some soprano howling?
Not at all (51

11 After rejecting study, go
with nearly everybody
who’s active at night (9)

12 Lsuhr does go round over
half the criaset ground (7)

13 Greek character can
embrace one from a
mountainous area (7)

14 It should keep cool even
when temperatures all
round are high (12)

18 It goes right through a
representative sample
(5-7)

21 Rained stonxuly round old

capital according to this

barometer (7)

23 One reckons it is useful in

a shop (7)

24 Skeleton service for use at

dinner or tea? (4,5)

25 Sweet coating a danger to

aeroplanes (5)

26 Cure gambolling fawn (4)

27 Dashed? (10)

DOWN
1 Is the girl able to make
land? (6)

'

2 Expire, but had been
healthy (6)

3 Quite unable to appear on

stage? (9A3)
4 Hostelry costs nothing at

the island in the lake! (9)

5 51 + 100, it is allowable (5)

7 Make notes when one had
not tucked in (8)

8 It’s used in the kitchen'

, while Lucy and I ran oft (8)

9 Caoutchouc, it's the

answer for repairing tyres

(6,8)

15 Smashing way to make an

entrance! (9)

16 Clambers out—or just

clamber (8)

17 One exercising authority

over speed regulator (8)

19 Not all of the restrictions

are harsh (6)

20 Female stiffand cold (6)

22 Bloomer is seen in time (5)

SOLUTIONS

iHSEIEHnSCJHa H £Zi

a s a m a aaan
lasnaasnsais a m
s s h oasnns

a asm
ananas sa
a osnnm q s
aaa a nnao

n a aasna a a
naanaam ananaaQanaannaa a
a h samanssnaiil
EI0Q3 a n n
b a aaBnanaEae!

Yesterday's Quick Solution
ACROSS: S Write. 8 Approach, 8

Every, 10 Handsome, H Stool, 14
One, 16 Agenda. 17 Banteh, IS Rob,
20 Coach, 24 Stagnant. 25 Canon.26
FumceeaTS? Steep.

DOWN: 1 Pasha, 2 Spiny. 3 Boost. 4

Acumen, 6 Riveting, 1 TbAbmIi, 12

Ignorant, 13 Anecdote. 14 Oar. 15

Ebb, 19 Obtain, 21 Aging. 22 Cadet,

23 Stark!

QUICK CROSSWORD

!!

ACROSS
1 Ill-behaved (7)

5 Gather (4)

7More sagacious (5)

8Metric weight (6)

10 Ingenuous (4)

11 Director (anag) (8)

13 Appended (6)

14Small falcon (6)

17 Fixed in the mind
(8)

19 Lupine animal (4)

21 Devon city (6)

22 Nacre (5)

23 Pip

24Day off(7)

DOWN
1 Occasionally

(3,3,4)

^Economic
recovery (7)

3 Injured (4)

4 Curdled deaert
(6)

5 General dealer (8)

6Confine(5)
9 Unjustly (10)

12 Feud (8)

15 Ballatcastrane (7)

16 Fireside (63 -
.

18 Hump and
comely (5)

20 Milkygem (4)

CHANNEL 1

&30 News flash

6:31 News in Arabic
6:45 Exercise Time
7:00 Good Morning
Israel

EDUCATIONAL

8:00 Enough Is

Enough -weald dis-

armament
830 Art Workshop
9:00 Reading
9:30 Heath
Ih45 Programs tor

the vary young
10:15 French
10:30 Mathematics
10:40 Literature

11:15 Sciences
11:30 Science and
Technology
12:00 Geography
12:30 Movie Magic
13:00 In the Heat of
the Night
14:00 Surprise Train
14:20 Kitty Cal and
Tommy
1435 Quentin Quack
15:00 Zombi!

CHANNEL 1

15:30 Motormtee
from Mars
15^5 Booty
IfcOO It’s ADve - pro-
gram about animals
1&25 Yefedudes
16^0 Super Sen
1&59 A New Evening
17:34 Shakeup-Bve
show
18:15 News in

English

ARABIC
PROGRAMS
18:30 Aprapro
19:00 News
HEBREW
PROGRAMS
19:30 News flash

19:31 Muppets
Tonight -with Andie

00:18 Night Meeting
with KobfMeidan
1:00 Israeli Jazz
Marathon
2:00 Spenser Pale
Kings and Princes -
TV movie
3:35 On the Edge of

the Shelf

JORDAN TV

15:30 Holy Koran
15:35 French pro-

grams
18:00 Super Sports
Foffies

16.-30 Dog House
17:15 The Afeum

Show
IfkOO French pro-

grams
19:00 News in

French
19:30 News head-
lines

19:35 Coach
20:00 Tilt

20^0 Encounter
21:10 The Nature of

Things
2230 News in English

2225 Snowy River
23:15 Mission

Impossible

MIDDLE EAST TV

7:00TV Shop
14.-30 700 Club
15:00 The MoOmins
1530 Dennis the

Menace
16:00 Larry King
17:00 Fanny
Challenge
17:45 Beakman’s World
1&10 Perfect Strangers
1&35 Saved by the
Bel
19.-00 Showbiz
1930 Wbrid News

22:05 The Single

Guy
22:30 Love Story
with Yossi Siyas
23rtW Seinfeld -first

season
2335 Babylon 5-
repeats

00:15 ENG
Newsroom
135 Bamaby Jones

MOVIE
CHANNEL (4)

1130 The Funny
Faun Q982) (ipQ

13:10 The DoiSenO
KW (1992) -a young-
ster at a CIAsummer
cajipcortfronts a ter-

rorist and saves the
worid. With Corey
Haim and Bridfle

Nielsen
14:45 Face the Music

(1992) -*a nightclub
sfeger dreams ol

fame. With Mofly

20:00 Sflders

20^0 Mask (1985}-
powarfPMIim based
on the true story of

Rocky Dennis, a
teenage boy disfig-

ured by a rare dfe-

aase. His mother
gives ten a sense of

confidence through
her love, despite her
own vtitnerabiity.

With Cher, Sam
EHott and Eric Stoltz.

23.-00 CNN
23:30 The 700 Chib
00:00 Quantum
Shopping

ITV 3 (33)

16rt)0 Cartoons
1 6^30 Discussion in

Arabic
17.-00 Man and Natwe
18:00 Her Majesty's

20:00 News
20*30 Weekly Lotto

draw
20-^5 ft/fine Host
Man) Pe*er
22:00 The India

Road- part Z
Moksha- redemption
23:00 Dream On
23:30 News
00:00 VetS8 of the
Day

CHANNEL 2 £
V

6:15 Toda/s Programs
6^0 Little Rosie
7:00 Coffee with Tef-

Ad
OrtWRuby
10:00 Picket Fences
11.-00 Bakersfield PD
11:30 Evening Shade
12:00 Nurses
12:30 Btossom
13:00 Kate and EKe
13:30 Zbmbft
14KH) The Kkfs of

Degrassi Street

14:30 Junior News
15:00 Aladtfti

16:00 The Bold and
the Beautiful

17:00 News maga-
zine with Raff Reshef
17:30 Everything's

Open
l&OOThfrtysomethng
19:00 Haitzufim fipt)

19^0 The Pjrtee rs

Right - withAkiAvnl
20:00 News
20:30 Ramat Aviv
GSmmei
21:15 Fact- with
liana Dayan
22:00 Gov Night
23:15 The X-RJes
00:00 News
00:05 The X-Bas

ISkOO News in Arabic

19^0 Video Cflps
20^)0 News
20:45 Rumpole of the
BaBey
21:40 Showcase
22:15 Cinema3
23:15 Marsalis on
Music

ETV2(23)

15:00 AO Together New
16:00 Mathematics
tor Bamut
17:30 Explore
18:00 FamilyAfoum
18:30 BBtz on
Cartoons
19:00 MSnd Your

iSMiSiy
Connections
2th00ANew Evenfrig

20:30 D'rtes Mof Tout
21:00 Star Trek:

Deep Space 9

21:45 Wbrid
Literature - Franz
Kafka
22:45 Reel Truth
23:15 Israeli Pop - -

FAMILY
CHANNEL (3)

7:00 Good Evening
with Guy Pines (rpg

7:30 Love Story with

Yossi Syas (rpt)

8:00 Dallas (rpt)

9:00 One Life to Uve
9:45 The Young and
the Restless (rpt)

10:30 Days of Our
Lives (rpt)

11:15 Zngara (rpt)

12:00 Bamaby Jones
12:45 The Streets of

San Francisco
13^0 Hope and Gloria

14tf» Dallas (ret)

14^0 Days of Our
Lives

15:35 The Nanny
16:00 Hercules (rpt)

16:45 Zingara
17:30 Good Evening
with Guy Pines
18:00 Local
Broadcast
18&Q One Ufe to

Uve
19:15 The Young and
the Restless
20:00 Sunset Beach
20£50 Beverly HiSs

90210
21:40 Suddenly
Susan

1620 Lethal
Exposure (1992) - a
journalist witnesses
an assassination at

an airport and Joins
forces with a cop to
investigate. WBh Ally
Sheedy
17:55 Dune (1984) —
adaptation by David
Lynch erf Frank
Herbert's sd-fi clas-

sic. With Sting, Kyte
MacLachian and Max
vonSydow
20:15 Wait Until

Spring, Bandini

2fc00®)oxer4
(1994) — martial arts

with David Soane
23:30 Strapped
(1993) - drama about
inner-city Rfe directed

by Forest Whitaker. A
dignified young man
wf do anything to
help his pregnant
drug-dealing art-

friend.

1:15 Whispers in the
Dark (1992) -erotic
2£5 Hostile Force
(1996) (rpt)

CHILDREN (6)

6&0 Cartoons
SkOO Aflce in

Wonderland
930 The Center of

Things
9:45 Pink Panther
Show
10:05 The Center of
Things
1020 Ocean Girt

11:05 California

Dreams
11 25 Fun on Six
12:00 Shesh-Tus
13.-00 Hugo
13.-00 Mato Befisve
Closet
13:10 Sharky and
Georae
13:35 Tazmanfe
14:05 Little Bear
14:30 AGoe in

Wonderland
15:00 Tire Center of

Things
15:15 Pink Panther
Show
15^*0 Party of Five

'16:35 The Center of
Things
16^5Moesha
17^5 Cream with
MichalYanai
17^50 Twisted Tales
of Fefix

18:00 Hugo
18:30 Inspector Gadget
19:05 The Uttie BAs
19430 The Battle

2fk00 Anima/rfacs
20^0 Married with
Children

20:45 Roseanne
21 rIO The Cosby Shew
21 mAO Different Wbrid

SECOND
SHOWING (6)

22:00 The Story of
Eagle Scout (1994)

-

documentary. An
American teenager
reveals that he has
AIDS and begins a
crusade to battle prej-

wfica and fear
23:00 Circus World
(1964) - an American
circus goes on a tour
of Europe where Rs
owner and manager
searches for his aJco-
hofic wife. With John
Wayne, Rita
Hayworth and
Claudia Cardinals

1 .-,2 3 ;•••• 4;^ -.6 8 .•

NewsSash The Bottle A Healthy

Muppets Body

Tonight

News
M——
IRwff Sunset ArAnantecs Future

Beach Welt Until Married with Quest

Spring, Children

Ramat Avtv Bandnl Nature on

Weekly Gfanmel Beveriy Roseanne Track

Lotto draw Hills 90210

Mine Host Eight on

MenfPe'er Fact The Cosby Eight

Show

Suddenly Different Autopsy

Susan Worid

Thetmfta Gov Night The Single Kickboxer 4 The Story of

Road Guy Eagle Scout

Love Story

with Yossi National

Styes Geographic

Dream On Seinfeld Explorer

CHANNELS

ffcoo Open University

©World On a
Plate (rpt)

8.-30 Travelogue (rpt)

9KW Big City Metro:

fh30 Ortoo ed
Euridice - modem
adaptation ollhe
mythofogicafstory.A
reck singer loses his

Euridice in a traffic .

accident
1fc55 Pictures and
Music
11:30 My Favorite

Opera: Athed Kraus
12^0 Beyond 2000
1255 Nature on
Trade Lion Heart

Future Ouest
Virtual Reality (ipt)

13^5 Nature on
Track: Sets, Mice and
Videotape
14:25 A Healthy

^OT®mphofthe

®rear
Geographic Exploro-m
17rtX> Open
University-Aurera;
Scandmavfa; Greek
Fire; Street Arrfmals
19:00 Beyond 2000
1930A Healthy
Bocfe- health and
mecacine magazine
20rtX> FutureQuest,
part 8: Doomsday
20:30 Nature on
Track. Part 8:
Emerald Vrib-
Madagascar
21 rtX) Eight On Eight
with Yaef Dan:
Evoluhonand
Survival

21:45 Autopsy
22^40 National
Geographic Explorer
- Profiles of Courage
23£30 Open
University - Cracking
the Code; Ants, Uttie

Creatures

SUPER CHANNEL

6:00 Travel Xpress
6:30 VIP
7:00 The Ticket
7:30 NBC Nightty
News with Tom
Brokaw
8:00 Today
lOriXI European
Squawk Box
11:00 European
Money Wheel
1530 CNBC Squawk
Bax (US)
17:00 Dream House
17:30 Company of
Animals
18.-00 The Site
ifkOO National

Show with Jay Leno
00:00 Late Night with
Conan O’Brien
1=00 Later
1:30 NBC Nightly

News with Tom
Brokaw
2:00 The Tonight

Show (rpt)

3:00 tatenrfght

STAR PLUS

6:30 Nine to Five

7rt» Yan Can Cook
7&0 GJ Joe
8ri)0 EekJ the Cat
8S30 Oprah Wlnftey
9-^0 The X-FBes
10:30 Santa Barbara
11:30 The Bold and
the Beautiful

12:00 Hindi Shows
13:30 Lost fo Space
14^0 Black Beauty
15.-00 Charles in

Charge
15:30 Yen Can Cook
16:00 Hindi programs
1830 Star News
19:00 Some Mothers
Do’Ave 'Em
19^0 Space: Above
and Beyond
2030 fWBokf and
the Beautiful

21ri)0 Santa Barbara
2200 Star News
22:30 Baywatch
2330 Dynasty
00:30 Vegas
1^0 Oprah Winfrey
2:30 Bamaby Jones

CHANNEL 5

6^0 Bodes to Motion

16:00 Bodfesin Motion

16^0 Ice Skating

18^0 Wresting
21:00 South
American Soccer
Magazine
2200 Walerbikes:

Israeli Champtondi'p
23:00' Billiards: Irish

Masters

EUROSPORT

930 Soccer
11:00 Soccer: FIFA
Youth Cup,
Switzerland
11:30 Speedworid

STAR SPORTS

6.-30 Golf: China Tour

7^0 Golf: Inside

PGA Tour
8:00 Boating: Global

ChaBenoe
Worid Sport

9^30 BastetbaS:
women's ABC
Championship semi
final

11:00 Cycfing:

Mariboro Tour of the
PWSppines
11:30 Golf: China
Tbur
1230 English
Cricket Durham vs.

Australia -five
18:30 Cycfing:

Marfooro Tour of the
Philppin&s

17riH> English Cricket

20:30 Basketball:

ATP Tour. AT&T
Challenge
2200 Rugby Super

Television: Fire and
Thunder
20rt)0 The Ticket-
report from Cannes
FHm Festival

20*0 VIP
21:00 Dateline
2200 Major League
Baseball highlights
23.-00 The TonnW

MOVIES

13:00 Eurogoats
14:00 Boxing, Germany
15rt» Triathlon: ITU
1996 Season review

16:00 Snodren
European League
17:30 Trickshot

World Championship
18.-00 Tennis: ATP
foam Tour, Germany
19&0 Power Lifting:

European
Championship,
England
2(k30 Funsports
Magazine
213)0 Touring Car
2200 Boxing:

JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE Evita 5 •

Deficatessen 7-45 - The Private LHb at

Don Juan' 7M5 - P8k>w Book 930 •

Especially On Sundays &45 Oa GIL
Jeresalem Mafl (Melia) » 6788448 Bk»d
and \Mne»The SainMIeBc 5, 7:15, 9:45. >

Dane’s PaateeTha Associate 5. 7:15. 9:45
« MchaebaTTw Chamber 5. 7:15, 945 -

Space Jam 8 5, 7r15, 9-A5 JERUSALEM
THEATER 20 Macus SL* 561 0011 Whan
the Cats AwayboKolya 7, 930 RAVCHEN
1-7 « 6792709 Credit Card Reservations
« 6794477 Rav-Mecher Buikting, 19
Harman St, lapiot **etio«Everyone Says
I Love You 5, 700, 9:45 • Maximum
ffisteoTha DeviTs Own 5, 730, 9:45 - The
EngBsti Pationt 3, 6:15, 930 • Manta*
Room 5, 750, 9^5 • 101 Damnation* 5,

730, 9*5 MEVASSERET ZION GJ3.
GIL v 57D08G8 Jerry Mtuuke-cftidkaude

5, 7:15. 9:45 SMADAR *5618168 SWna

SJP -Secrets and Lies 7:15
TEL AVIV
DfZBNGOFF *5101370 Blood and Wine
n am, 1, 3. 5. 7i45, 10 - Kolya 11 ajn, 1.

a 5. 7:45, 10 -Tted 11 am, 1. 3, 5, 73a 10
GAT Everyone Says I Love You 5. 730,
9:45 GORDON 530, 7X5 - Ctttaan

Ktine 10 G.G. HOD 1-4 ^5226226 Hod
Passage, 101 Dizangoff . St The
ChanbertaDante'S Peek 5, 730, 10 *

Empire of tt» Senses 10 - Space Jam 5,

730 • RUcufe 5, 730. 10 LEV The
English Patient n am, 2, 5, 630, 930 •

Shuts 1135, 2, 430. 8. 10 - Secrets and
Lies 11 am, 1-A5, 43a 7:15, 10 -Prisoner
of the Maintains 11:15 am. B30, £15 *

Beautiful Thing T.15,320, lOGLG. PE’B^
TheChemben»rhaAssociale»Rk8ciife5,

Center Maxknm RfsfcwTha Devffa Own
230, 5, 730, 9:45 i* 101 Dalmatians 230, 5,

730.9H5-JenyiyteBuke2.43a7ii5.W5
• Mere 230, S. 730, 245 • Return at the
Jed 215. 4:45. 7ri5. 245 RAVOR 1-5»
6102674 Ctoera Houpe CrasfwMarvfn'5
Room 5, 730, ft46 - ffifl NfehWTWo Days
in the Vfejy S. TOO. 9*5 -The People vs
Lany HynlS, 7.15, 9=45 G.GL TELAMV «
5281181 65 Pfrwlrer St The
Assoctete«Reaoc.ThB Saint 5, 730l 10
TEL AVIV MUSEUM When the Cat*

fiKS£*’
0

/
CINEMA CAFE AMAMI » 8326755
Seaites and Lies 7. 930 • Breaking the
IMtives' 6:45, 930 GLOBECfTY
s8569S00 The ChambenoBlood andWine
445, 715, Bt45.-The Assocfete-Tlw 3Nnt
«45, 7.15, S945 - Rafic 4^ 7.15. 9*5 - .

Space Jam MORIAH *6843654 SMna
73a 930 ORLY » 838186B

ki
Eveiyone

Says I Low You 7, 215 PANORAMA
Blood and Wine43a 7, 930 Kolya 430.
7 • The Associate 430. 7, 930 - The Saint
930 RAV43AT 1-2 w 8674311 The
BigBsh PatienteMaximum Risk 4X5, 7.
8H5RA1FMOR 1-7t>8416898Maxfmuni
ffisk 4^45, 7, 930 - The Etaifah Patient 6.

9ri5 - 101 Dalmatians 5. 7; 930 - Jerry
Maguire 4:15, 7. 930 - Marvin's
RoomooThe Devi's Own 4:45. 7, 930 -

Metro 430,- 7. 930 RAVOR 1-0 1

8248553 Metro 43a 7, 930 -The DeviTs
Own 4:45. 7, 9:15 - Jeny Maguire 4.-15. 7,
930
AFULA
RAV CHEN » 6424047 The English
Patient Gn5w 9:15 • Mem»«Blood and wine
7,930
ARAD
STAR =9950904 The SataMReDc 7:15,
045 - Mara Attacks! 7:15 - Romeo and
Juliet 9*5
ARIEL
Romeoand Juliet 9
ASHDOO
G.G. GIL * 8647202 The Safei»>aBbod
aid Wtaa-Relic 5. 73a 10 -

MWBeWtentefc Peak 5, 73a 10 GLG.
ORI 1-3 V 711223 Space Jaflfefihkie 5,

Patient 6:15, 215 * The DeviTs
OwnwMetrti 11 Maximum Risk 5. 73a 245*
Romeo and JuBat 5. 7.-15, 245 • Jerry

Mfflfc
71**"

G.G. 729977 Blood andWine «>The
SNnfcoRaflo 5. 730. 10 Kotya*bantofe

CHEf/lSSwni
Rfek»TTteDevr8Own<«J4atro5.730.9*S

Q.G. GIL <8440771 Dante's
P*teoRatio»Shfne 5. 73a 10 • Breaking

Whvas 83a 930 • Space
ore *6103111 Blood and Wine

^sfnrBBBWVf
•8835278 The Bigfiafa Pattern 63a 930 *

Jwy Myrfre 4^QiS. 8*5 vKrtre 5,
rag*r»MaidmunRlsk5,73a9*6

GlLThaAssodBie»ThBChamber7fla 10

Bantamweight, En^and
00:00 Eurogoals
0030 Tennis: ATP
foam Tour, Germany
1:00 Golf: Women’s
Women's EPGA
200 Sailing

Magazine

the Waves 63a 930

00:00 Golf: Inside

PGA Tour
00:30 Basketball:
ATP Tour. AT&T
Challenge (rpt)

200 Asia Sport Show
2:30 Cycling:

Maribaro Tour of the
Philippines

BBC WORLD

News on the hour
730 Window on
Europe
8.-00 Newsdesk
230 Hard Taft (rpt)

10:30 Window on
Europe (rpt)

11:30 fop Gear (rpt)

1230 Hard Talk (ipt)

13:30 Tomorrow's
Worid (rot)

14:00 Newsdesk
15:30 Window on

SSRffl
Business Report
.16:30 Asla-Paciffc

Newshour
17:30 Cities of the
Future (rpt)

18:30 Hard Talk with

Tvn Sebastian
19:30 FBm 97 (rpt)

2040 The WOrkf
Today
21:30 Hard folk (rot)

2230 Britain In view
2330 The Clothes
Show
00:00 Newsdesk
1:00 Asia Today
210 Newsnight

CNN
INTERNATIONAL

News throughout
the day
6*30 Worid Report
7:30 Insfeht
8:30 Moneyline (rpt)

9:30 World Sport
10:30 Showbiz Today
11:30 CNN
Newsroom
1230 World Report
13:30 American Edtion
13:45 Q&A (rpt)

14:00 Aslan News
14:30 Worid Sport
(rpt)

15:00 Asian News

15:30 Business Asia
16.-00 Larry King Live
(rpt)

17:30 World Sport (rpt)

16:30 Computer
Connection
19:30 Q&Awith Riz
Khan
20:45 American
Edition

21.-00 Wbrid
Business Today
22Mt Larry King Live

So European
News
23:30 Insight

00:00 Worid
Business Today
Update
0030 Wbrid Sport
1:00 Worid View
230 Moneyttne

VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Morning Concert
205 Rameau:
Anacreon baflet kr

one act; WLF. Bach:
Sufle in A minor for

harpsichord: Haydn:
Symphony no 93:
Mendelssohn: Octet
br E fiat op 20;
Ravek Gaspard de la

nut Meyerbeer Gfi

amori di Teolinda
12dD0 Light Classical

-the Vienna
PtiBrarmortic cond.
Zutnn Mehta in works
by the Strauss family

I3rf)0 Artist of the
Week-cellist
Mstislav

Rostropovich. Bach:
Suke no 5 in C minor
for ceflo solo BWV
1011; Etritten: Suite
for ceio solo op 80
14.-06 Foft music -
Spam
15UJ0 From the
Recortfing Stutfo-
(1) Url Shoham and
Sharon BatzalL flute

duo. Telemann:
Sonata no 3 in A;
Mendelssohn:
Scherzo from
Midsummer Night's
Dream; Hindemith:
Sonatina op 31/3:

Hoffmeister Duet ki

B flat op 31/2. (2)

Taffanel: Grand
Fantasy for flute and
piano
18:00 My Concert-
wffh Skrvta Heled
I6rt)0 New CDs

-

Gregorian chant
Stabat Mater;
Palestrtna: Stabat
Mater for 8 voices;
Eridd-Sven TflOn 3
orchestral pieces;
John Brown: Stabat
Mater for 6 voices;
Barber Sonata for

Symphony In 3
movements
2005 Prague j
Symphony Orch. i
condJiri Stark. 18th- •

century Czech music -

22rtW A Musical
Journey

LEV The Bnglsh Pattern &45. 930 -

Blood and Wine 8, 10 -The Stent B. B. 10-
Metro 6, & 10-101 Dahnattens 6 -Specs
Jam 5
HERZUYA
COLONY«6902666 Jeny Maguire -The
DeviTs Own 5:15. 7:45, 10:15 HOLIDAY
The Associate 73a 10 STAR » 589068
The Chamber 73a 10 - Metro 73a 10 •
Tire Engtish Patient 6*5, 9:45

founMotro 7. 930
OR YEHUDA
&G. GIL 1-4 Refo-The SalrrWBnpfre of,

SE. A Taa 10 * Breaking the

G.G. HECHAL Blood and

GIL Blood and Wfoe»The Assocbie 5.
73a 10 • Breaking the Wives 620, 930.
Space Jam 4:45 • Secrets and Lies 7-15.

BawSSS
SS,

1° -si*. 10̂So Aaecu, 6,

wrVatbiauk
9*6 - The

ctwnberTrtaaas * Dante's Peak 7:t5,9*6 • T?w„ Saint 7:15, 9v45 - deny
7:15, 9:45 • The Associate

^S. 9:45 • Blood
pgdWtea 7115J&4S - The DeviTsOwn 7M5

BloodandWine43a
TV 930 * Secrets and Uas 430. 7. 930 *
g»»£n tso.BmHgLv*",
nahariya
H^jLj^mL'TSBrwinaao

OIL Reflo-Dante's PeefooBtood and
Wkte«3a 7, 930 - ShkMvoTTw Saint 43tt
^030 • Maximum RtstoMetro 43a 7,

SSsaoNA
G-G- GIL 1-4 * 404729 Blood and
Wjne-The Saint 5. 730. 10 • The
ChaffiberwrhaAssociate 5. 73a 10
NETANYA
G.G. GfL 1-5 « 628452 Blood and
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NEWS
in brief

ULA intensifies protest

Thu Union of Local Audiori!i’.'v protest action ended its sixth

day yesterday, with local residents attempting to block major
junctions around the country, including at Ben-Gurion Airport.

The action caused traffic jams, but police managed to keep the

roads open and made no arrests.

"This government’s coldheartedness has forced the heads of
local authorities to take unusually drastic measures," L'LA head
Adi Eldar said.

About 50 local authority heads arrived at the office of

Finance Minister Dan Meridor in Jerusalem, and blocked the

entrance. After an hour, police 'Acre called in to enable
Meridor to leave his office. Police scuffled with the local

leader--.

In the afternoon, the local leaders sji down in the road lead-

ing to the Prime Minister’s Office. The ULA said its leaders

were "violently removed from ihc road" by police and border

policemen, anti some had to be treated by a Magen David Adorn
ambulance called to the scene.

Eldar said the local authorities would continue their strike,

because the government had made no effort in the past six days
to solve the debt problem of the local authorities. trim

Nurses strike postponed
A nationwide strike of 2.0fX» public health nurses that was due

to begin today has been postponed until further notice.

The union yesterday said it changed its plans because of
"signs of a positive arrangement" fn which the state would
cover all the costs of family health (tipnt hafav > centers,

except for providing the buildings that house them and their

maintenance.
Public health nurses work in 500 centers, providing immuniza-

tions and early diagnosis of disabilities in infants, supervising

pregnancies, monitoring infectious disease in their area, and pro-

viding advice to the elderly. Judy Siegel

Jerusalem school strike called off

A threatened strike of Jerusalem schools scheduled for tomor-

row was called off yesterday after a meeting between a represen-

tative of the Prime Minister’s Office and members of the

Jerusalem district parents association. The Jerusalem

Municipality also undertook the financing of security guards for

the rest of the current school year.

It was agreed that the Prime Minister’s Office would ask the

head of the unit for fighting terrorism and the Internal

Security Ministry’ to look into the issue of security at

Jerusalem schools, and to study the overall guarding of educa-

tional facilities in general and Jerusalem in particular for the

coming school year. him

Internet site shows defense wares
The Defense Ministry, the Export Institute, and the defense

industries have opened an Internet site displaying their wares at

the 47th Paris air show, which is taking place until the end of

this week.

Nineteen Israeli civilian and military' companies are represent-

ed at the show in several pavilions, compared to only 16 at the

last show in 1995. Their products are presented on the site,

which appears in English and French. The location is

http:, ww wvjirdiow.mod.gov.il. Judy Siegel

17th Golani Run

Goiani Brigade soldiers keep up the pace Sunday on their annual ML Hermon to EUat run, which is to end Thursday, udf Spokesman)

Zissman blasts Hammer
By AHYEH DEAN COHEN

Knesset Education Committee
chairman Emanuel Zissman yester-

day criticized Education Nbnister

Zevulun Hammer's tlip-fiop cn the

matriculation exams, and called for

the exam in Bible to always be

mandatory.

"I heard criticism of the lottery

system from the minister all year,

but he had a whole year to decide er.

the matter, and didn’t have to do so

at the last moment and secret/-."

Zissman said.

"To me. Bible is what has set the

Jewish people apart ov er the gener-

ations. and it should be removed

from the lottery, with this sy>:e.r.

continued regarding the other sub-

jects.”

Zissman expressed his .-atinac-

tion over Hammer's agreeing to

hold the lottery this year in the

end. and said in September the

ministry would bring the commit-
tee its proposal for a method of
choosing the matriculation exam
subjects next year.

"I want ro commend the pupils,

who are part of our democratic sys-

tem and knew how to stand up for

their rights.” Zissman said.

MK DaJia Itzik (Labor) sharply

criticized Hammer, saying: “How
will the education minister, the

father of all educators. look the

pupils in the eyes while he tells

bald-faced lies on the one hand and
talks about ethics on the other. The
minister did something terrible and
should resign."

“I advise the minister and the

director-general to say that some-

thing was done here without think-

ing.and must be reconsidered,** said

NIK Ruby Rivlin (Likud). ’The lot-

tery is a good system and should

continue."

Meretz MK Naomi Chazan said:

"Not only did the minister mislead,

cheat and lie to the pupQs. but so did

the whole educational system which

had a hand in this...You lied and did-

n’t even ask forgiveness."

"The impression was created that

public pressure and the pupils are

what caused the minister to change

his mind, and this is not good from

an educational standpoint," Likud

MK Ze’ev Boirn said.

MK Shniuel Hal pert (United

Torah Judaism) put a different spin

on his criticism, saying: “Whai was
behind the whole storm was the fact

that there are those who are afraid to

be tested in Bible:"

Education Ministry Director-

General Benzion DeU. appearing

before the committee, said: "The
minister said at die beginning of the

year that he agreed to die idea of

only four required exams, but that

he was not happy with the lottery

system.

"For this reason, he thought that

having a committee of expens was
a better system. The result regard-

ing the selection of tests as regards

the pupils was the same. The
whole matter regards only the

manner die tests were chosen this

year. For next year, we will recon-

sider how to make things easier on
the pupils. We must also remem-
ber that the matriculation certifi-

cate is a tool, and it has become
the end all and that is too bad."

Sheba researchers find gene
linked to breast, ovarian cancers
By JUDY SIEGEL

The fir-t gene mutation causing ovarian and

bread career io be discovered solely in Israel has

been announced by researchers at Sheba Hospital

.at Tel Hu -homer.

The new mutation was found to appear in

Jewish women originating in Iran and

Afghanistan. Women from these communities

have been considered at low risk to develop the-*

diseases, compared to the general popuiaocn.

Epidemiological studies have shown that of

2,200 new cases of breast cancer and 360 of ov ar-

ian cancer in this country each year, three-quarters

are in women ofAshkenazi origin and a quarter in

women of Sephardi origin. Bui in fumii:e- of

Iranian and Afghani origin, where the disease;

hav e struck several women, the mutation ha- beer,

found in all the women examined so for.

Dr. Eifcrn Friedman, director of the or.;

ic unit at the Tel Hashomer hospital, said tha: r ?v,

the mutation has been discovered, women of these

arii-ts who have hud cases of breast or ovarian

career :r. their families should come and be tested.

These found to bear the mutation should undergo

pehed:: examinations by their doctors to detect

ihc disease eariy. if i: does appear.

Fried said the hospital had developed a

jrchr.iq-ce that allow - the accurate diagnosis of the

.r.cL:’c:n without the use of radioactive materials.

Sere :he women found to have the mutation

c_-J v.r:- had fir:.-hed giving binh had their

•cvorr.- retrieved as a preventive measure.

13 remanded in ‘licenses for money’ scheme
By DAVID RUDGE

Thirteen driving examiners wer:

r.Tv.ar.deJ !’<t peri<*l- of frur v:

rich: sJjy> ty Haifa Mag: .Irate V

Court
;
e-terdjv on suspicmr. a!

being involved in an alleged “iiccr.j

c-s F.’r money" c ^rrapti-o nr.

:

The -ccurt. however, released fou:

driving inslrtictors on bad an:

placed"ihem under house urre.-:.

The in-truciors and examiner'

were arrested on Sunday in connec-

tion vviifc ongoing police inquiries

into the alleged bribery ca.<\

A", tiie sttspscis proclaimed their

ir.n-.-cer.ee during me remand hear-

ing. Some tried to hide their faces

from television cameras and pho-

: rgrarher- os they wen: led into the

Judge L’ri Kuta’i differentiated

rrerweer. the -examiner-. su.>pec;ed

of jccertir.e bribes, and the mstnic-

Shook
department

police maintaining that the allega-

tion.- ueam-t the instructor- are

equally serious as these agrinst the

examiners. A rcling is expected

touay

.

In the meantime, inquire? ir.tc

•die affair ore continuing and t>..-i:ce

are expected to bring in dt-cens

mere driving instrjcrors ;t qur>-

Ac cordm : 'o the alio she

examiners ic^k oribev from in -Artie

-

:tr> to pas. thar sradents ir. betr

theory and rraeticai dr.vinz re-“-..

i'ter.-eN in this to. .h:on had suSe-
e-aentlv been involved ir. -oneus
Jccfdenc-.

Matza appeals to PM
to save health system

By JUPYSEGEL

Health Minister Vehoshua Matza.

enraged over Treasury efforts to

impede agreement on a package
deal to save the health system, yes-

terday handed over responsibility

for the issue to Prime Minister

Bir.yamin Netanyahu.

\Liza's step followed the break-

down in negotiations between the

two ministries. He specifically

accused David Milgrom. the

Treasury's budget chief, of
“uncompromising and hard-headed
positions." The Treasury has
delayed payments to nuke up the

deficit in health tax collections.

Matza claimed. anJ taken other

measures to ensure that the nation-

al health insurance system fails.

In a letter to die premier. Matza
said 2a: months c*f negotiations
v. j*h the Treasury have been wast-

ed. as the Finance Minisny has
“'Knowingly and with intent,

'-rough: about a deep crisis and the

collapse of the health system,
which will force us in the end to

naucna-ice the health funds or to

cancel the National Health
Insurance Law" us ar. egalitarian

Two mcv.ths ago. Matza present-

ed the problems - including the

MS 1.5 billion deficit in die health

system and the failure to update the

basket of health services due to all

residents - before Netanyahu, who
asked him to formulae; an agree-

ment with the premier's representa-

tives. But the Treasury has vetoed

all proposals. Matza said, causing
two months to be wasted, "and now
we have lost 1997."

“The health system is deteriorat-

ing,” Matza warned Sunday’s
meeting of the National Health
Council. He noted that the interme-

diate period - during which an
expanded basket of services was to

be presented as an amendment to

the National Health Insurance Law
- is due to end in December.
The Treasury stands firmly

against the Health Ministry’s
efforts to expand the basket of ser-

vices. he added, and even wants to

shrink the basket. “The health sys-

tem is at a crossroads," he said,

"ami we cannot ignore il”

Matza is expected to demand the
restoration of the employers’ paral-

lel tax. which (he Treasury abol-
ished, even though it provided con-
siderable funds for health services.

In response, the Treasury
spokesman said it “rejects all the

Health Ministry’s claims, and that

to our sorrow, most of the data it

gave are inaccurate and tenden-
tious."
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Winning cards

The winning cards in yester-

day's first Chance draw were the

seven of spades, 10 of hearts, tune

of diamonds and eight of clubs.

The results of the second draw
were the 10 of spades, jack of

hearts, queen of diamonds and
king of clubs.

Increase shown in

new cases of

multiple sclerosis

ByJUPYSffiCH.

A 15 percent mcrease in (he num-
ber of new multiple sclerosis cases

has been reported during die past

two years, largely due to die rela-

tively high incidence of the neuro-

logical disorder among immigrants

from the CIS.

Jeanine Weisberg, director of the

Israel Multiple Sclerosis Society,

reported Sunday that there are 5,000

MS patients in Israel today, and

1,500 of diem are society members.
Dr. Roni Milo, an Assaf Harofeh

Hospital neurologist who runs its

MS service, said that ethnic and
geographical differences account

for variations in die incidence of die

disease, which causes the immune
system to attack die myelin sheath

on the nerves and can cause paraly-

sis, blindness, and other disabilities.

The chronic disease most often hits

women and and is first diagnosed in

people 20 to 40.

Milo said dial although a compre-
hensive epidemiological study has
not yet been completed, doctors

who treat MS patients believe the

significant increase is due to the

increasing frequency ofMS around

the world, and die feet that some
700,000 immigrants have arrived

from the former Soviet Union in

recent years. The farther one lives

from the equatoa; die higherfee inci-
dence of the disease.

The society's annual conference
will take place at Ichilov Hospital in 1

Friday. Participants will bear lec-

tures on new and future treatments,
’

relaxation therapies, and support :

techniques for families. The confer-

ence is being supported by
Schering-Agjs, which markets
Betaferone, one of the drugs given
to MS patients.

Mobile eye-care
clinic opens
in the Negev
By AHYEH DEAR COHER

Elderly Ethiopian immigrants
in need of eye care will soon be
able to get it from the Smetana
and Alexander Katz Negev
Project Vision Mobile Eye
Clinic, being dedicated today at

Beersbeba's Yud Alef
Community Center. The clinic is

expected to meet the eye care
needs of Negev residents who
lack access to such services. It is

opening with the participation of
Ben-Gurion University and
Kupat Holim Clalit, and is

designed to provide outreach
and social services.

The clinic is being established
with the help of Project Vision, a
US-based organization dedicat-

ed to eye care services around
the world, particularly in Israel.

Dr. Steven Kutner and Kevin
King, both from Project Vision,
are to attend today's dedication.


